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dugu, aurten  XXVIII. edizioa izango dugu. 

 

1983.urtetik aurrera, guretzat poztasun handia da, Estatistika alorrean mundu mailan ari diren 
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irakaslea, Richard D. Remington deritzon katedraduna (EEBB). 
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daitezkeen guztien lanbide-hobekuntza erraztea. 

 

Honen zabalkundea ahalik eta pertsona eta erakunde gehienetara iritsi ahal izateko, Eustat-eko 

web orrira jo dezakezue Nazioarteko Estatistika Mintegiari buruzko informazioa izateko : 

www.eustat.eus, zehazki, “Zerbitzuak” deritzon atalean,  “Nazioarteko Estatistika Mintegia” 

sakatuz.  
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Every year, we organise each International Statistical Seminar in detail and with dedication. 

This time, we have the opportunity to present to you the 28th edition. 

 

Since 1983, it fills us with satisfaction that we have managed to bring pioneering and 

renowned researchers in the field of statistics on a global level to our Seminar. On this 

occasion, our guest will be Roderick Little, Richard D. Remington Distinguished University 

Professor of Biostatistics at the University of Michigan. 

 

Our main goal is to encourage collaboration with Universities, particularly Statistics 

Departments, and at the same time facilitate the professional retraining of civil servants, 

teachers, students and anybody who is interested in the field of statistics. 

 

In order for this information to reach the highest number of interested individuals and 

Institutions, the Eustat website, www.eustat.eus, is at your disposal, or more specifically by 

accessing the section entitled "Services" << International Statistical Seminar >>. 

 

In this section, both this book and all the technical papers and journals written by previous 

participants since 1983 are available.  Our aim is to contribute to expanding the knowledge of 

statistics on a worldwide scale by making the most of the advantages of technology. 
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          PRESENTACIÓN 
 
 
 
 
Año tras año, organizamos al detalle y con compromiso cada Seminario Internacional de 

Estadística, y esta vez tenemos la ocasión de presentaros la XXVIIIª edición. 

 

Desde 1983, nos llena de satisfacción haber logrado traer a nuestro Seminario de Estadística a 

investigadores pioneros y  reconocidos en materia estadística a nivel mundial. En este caso, el 

invitado ha sido  Roderick Little, profesor emérito de Bioestadística en la cátedra Richard D. 

Remington de la Universidad de Michigan (EEUU). 

 

Nuestro principal objetivo es fomentar la colaboración con la Universidad y, en especial, con 

los Departamentos de Estadística y a la vez facilitar el reciclaje profesional de funcionarios, 

profesores, alumnos y cuantos puedan estar interesados en el campo estadístico. 

 

Para que esta difusión llegue al mayor  número posible de personas e instituciones 

interesadas, tenéis a vuestra disposición información sobre el Seminario Internacional de 

Estadística en la página web de Eustat, www.eustat.eus, concretamente accediendo al 

apartado denominado “Servicios”/ “Seminario Internacional de Estadística “. 

 

Desde esta sección de la web están disponibles on-line tanto este libro como todos los trabajos 

y cuadernos técnicos realizados por los anteriores ponentes desde 1983. Nuestro objetivo es 

contribuir a través de las ventajas de la tecnología, a la expansión del conocimiento de 

estadística. 
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BIOGRAFI  OHARRAK 

 

 

Roderick J. Little katedraduna da Bioestatistikan, Michiganeko Unibertsitateak Richard D. 

Remington saria eman dio, eta unibertsitate horretan bertan du postu bat Estatistika 

Departamentuan, baita Ikerkuntza Sozialerako Institutuan ere. 2010etik 2012ra, Ikerkuntza eta 

Metodologiako hasierako zuzendari elkartua izan zen , eta AEBetako  Erroldaren Bulegoko  

zientzialari-burua. 250 argitalpen baino gehiagoren egilea da, batez ere gai hauei buruz: 

erabilgarri ez dauden balioak dituzten datuak analizatzeko metodoak, modeloetan 

oinarritutako laginketen bidezko inkestetako inferentzia, estatistikaren aplikazioa zenbait 

arlotan (medikuntza, demografia, ekonomia, psikiatria, zahartzearen ikerketa eta ingurumena).  

 

Eremu horretan oso ezaguna da Littlek Donald B. Rubinekin batera idatzitako eta Wileyk 

argitaratutako testu hau: Statistical Analysis with Missing Data. Estatistikan aditua den 

aldetik, ugalkortasunari buruzko munduko inkestako lana egin  ostean, interesa izan du Littlek 

beste metodo batzuk garatzeko, hau da, inkestak analizatzeko bestelako metodoak , 

nolabaiteko eraginkortasuna izan behar dutenak, zehaztapen falta gainditzen dutenak, eta 

agertoki aplikatuetan inplementa daitezkeenak. Littleren inferentzia-filosofiak modeloetan 

hartzen du oinarri, eta ikuspegi bayestarra du; nahiz eta kontuan hartzen dituen maiztasunaren 

ezaugarriak eta arreta berezia jartzen duen modeloen zehaztapen faltaren ondorioetan.  

 

 

 

 

 

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 
 
 
Roderick J. Little is Richard D. Remington Distinguished University Professor of Biostatistics 

at the University of Michigan, where he also holds appointments in the Department of 

Statistics and the Institute for Social Research. From 2010-21012 he was the inaugural 

Associate Director for Research and Methodology and Chief Scientist at the U.S. Census 

Bureau. He has over 250 publications, notably on methods for the analysis of data with 

missing values and model-based sample survey inference, and the application of statistics to 

diverse scientific areas, including medicine, demography, economics, psychiatry, aging and 

the environment.   

 

Little’s Wiley text Statistical Analysis with Missing Data, co-authored with Donald B. Rubin, 

is a highly cited book on the subject. Since his work as a statistician for the World Fertility 

Survey, Little has been interested in the development of model-based methods for survey 

analysis that are robust to misspecification, reasonably efficient, and capable of 

implementation in applied settings. Little's inferential philosophy is model-based and 

Bayesian, although frequentist properties matter and the effects of model misspecification 

need careful attention.  
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NOTAS BIOGRÁFICAS 
 
 
Roderick J. Little es profesor emérito de Bioestadística en la cátedra Richard D. Remington 

de la Universidad de Michigan (EEUU), donde también ejerce la función docente en el 

Departamento de Estadística y en el Instituto de Investigación Social. De 2010 a  2012 ocupó 

los cargos de primer Director Asociado para Investigación y Metodología y Científico 

Principal en la Oficina del Censo estadounidense. Cuenta con una lista de más de 250 

publicaciones, en particular sobre métodos para analizar datos con valores faltantes y 

encuestas por muestreo con inferencia basada en modelos, además de la aplicación de la 

estadística en campos tan variados como la medicina, la demografía, la economía, la 

psiquiatría, el envejecimiento y el medio ambiente.   

 

El texto que Little publicó en Wiley junto con Donald B. Rubin, Statistical Analysis with 

Missing Data (análisis estadístico con datos faltantes), es una de las obras más citadas en la 

materia. La labor estadística que realizó para el sondeo global de fertilidad (World Fertility 

Survey) hizo que Little se interesara por desarrollar métodos de análisis de sondeos basados 

en modelos que fueran robustos en casos de falta de especificación, razonablemente eficientes 

y que se pudieran aplicar en la práctica. La filosofía inferencial de Little se basa en modelos y 

es Bayesiana, aunque también tienen su papel las propiedades frecuentistas y sin perder de 

vista las consecuencias si no se especifica suficientemente el modelo.  
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Introduction  
 

Bayesian methods in statistics are increasingly popular, spurred by advances in computational 

power and tools. This course describes the Bayesian approach to survey samples, with a focus on 

inference about finite population quantities. The Bayesian paradigm is particularly useful in the 

“big data” setting, since the classical design-based approach is too limited to handle the 

incorporation of non-probability data sources into inferences. Course topics include: Frequentist, 

superpopulation, and Bayesian approaches to survey sampling; Bayesian inference for finite 

population quantities from simple random samples; justification of probability sampling from the 

Bayesian perspective; models for complex surveys involving stratification, clustering and survey 

weights; poststratification; missing data; software and specific applications 

In this workbook I have included a chapter on Bayesian inference for surveys in the book edited 

by Chambers and Skinner [1], and my article in the Journal of Official Statistics on calibrated 

Bayes inference, and its application to sample survey inference [2].  Articles [3] to [9] are 

discussions of the JOS article by survey practitioners, and my rejoinder. These give an idea of 

conceptual and practical issues, which might be further discussed at the workshop.  

Other articles of particular relevance are mentioned at the end of this workbook.  
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4.1. INTRODUCTION

 

This chapter outlines the Bayesian approach to statistical inference for finite population surveys 

(Ericson 1969, 1988; Basu 1971; Scott 1977; Binder 1982; Rubin 1983, 1987; Ghosh and 

Meeden 1997). Chapter 18 in this volume applies this perspective to the analysis of survey data 

subject to unit and item nonresponse. In the context of this conference honoring the retirement of 

Fred Smith, it is a pleasure to note his many important contributions to the model-based 

approach to survey inference over the years. His landmark paper with Scott was the first to 

describe random effects models for the analysis of clustered data (Scott and Smith 1969). His 

paper with Holt (Holt and Smith 1979) revealed the difficulties with the randomization-based 

approach to post-stratification, and his early assessment of the historical development of survey 

inference favored a model-based approach (Smith 1976). The difficulties of formulating realistic 

models for human populations, and more recent work by Smith and his colleagues on effects of 

model misspecification (for example, see Holt, Smith and Winter 1980; Pfeffermann and Holmes 

1985), have led Smith to a pragmatic approach that recognizes the strengths of the randomization 

approach for problems of descriptive inference while favoring models for analytic survey 

inference (Smith 1994). My own view is that careful model specification, sensitive to the survey 

design, can address the concerns with model misspecification, and that Bayesian statistics 

provides a coherent and unified treatment of descriptive and analytic survey inference.  

Three main approaches to finite population inference can be distinguished (Little and Rubin 

1983):  

1. Design-based inference, where probability statements are based on the distribution of sample 

selection, with the population quantities treated as fixed;  
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2. Frequentist superpopulation modeling, where the population values are assumed to be 

generated from a superpopulation model that conditions on fixed superpopulation 

parameters, and inferences are based on repeated sampling from this model. For analytic 

inference about superpopulation parameters, this is standard frequentist model-based 

parametric inference, with features of the complex sample design reflected in the model as 

appropriate. For descriptive inference, the emphasis is on prediction of non-sampled values 

and hence of finite population quantities; 

3. Bayesian inference, where the population values are assigned a prior distribution, and the 

posterior distribution of finite population quantities is computed using Bayes’ theorem. In 

practice, the prior is usually specified by formulating a parametric superpopulation model for 

the population values, and then assuming a prior distribution for the parameters, as detailed 

below. When the prior is relatively weak and dispersed compared with the likelihood, as 

when the sample size is large, this form of Bayesian inference is closely related to frequentist 

superpopulation modeling, except that a prior for the parameters is added to the model 

specification, and inferences are based on the posterior distribution rather than on repeated 

sampling from the superpopulation model. 

Attractive features of the Bayesian approach including the following: 

1. Bayesian methods provide a unified framework for addressing all the problems of survey 

inference, including inferences for descriptive or analytical estimands, small or large sample 

sizes, inference under planned, ignorable sample selection methods such as probability 

sampling, and problems where modeling assumptions play a more central role such as 

missing data or measurement error. Many survey statisticians favor design-based inference 

for some problems, such as large-sample descriptive inference for means and totals, and 
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model-based inference for other problems, such as small-area estimation or nonresponse. 

The adoption of two potentially contradictory modes of inference is confusing, and impedes 

communication with substantive researchers such as economists who are accustomed to 

models and have difficulty reconciling model-based and randomization-based inferences. 

Consider, for example, the issue of weighting in regression models, and in particular the 

difficulties of explaining to substantive researchers the difference between weights based on 

the inverse of the sampling probability and weights for non-constant variance (Konijn, 1962, 

Brewer and Mellor 1973, Dumouchel and Duncan, 1983, Smith 1988, Little 1991, 

Pfeffermann 1993).  

2. As illustrated in Examples 1 and 2 below, many standard design-based inferences can be 

derived from the Bayesian perspective, using classical models with noninformative prior 

distributions. Hence tried and tested methods do not need to be abandoned. In general, 

Bayesian inferences under a carefully chosen model should have good frequentist properties, 

and a method derived under the design-based paradigm does not become any less robust 

under a Bayesian etiology. 

3. Bayesian inference allows for prior information about a problem to be incorporated in the 

analysis in a simple and clear way, via the prior distribution. In surveys, noninformative 

priors are generally chosen for fixed parameters, reflecting absence of strong prior 

information; but multilevel models with random parameters also play an important role for 

problems such as small-area estimation. Informative priors are generally shunned in survey 

setting, but may play a useful role for some problems. For example, the treatment of outliers 

in repeated cross-sectional surveys is problematic, since information about the tails of 

distributions in a single survey is generally very limited. A Bayesian analysis can allow 
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information about the tails of distributions to be pooled from prior surveys and incorporated 

into the analysis of the current survey via a proper prior distribution, with dispersion added 

to compensate for differences between current and prior surveys.   

4. With large samples and relatively dispersed priors, Bayesian inference yields similar 

estimates and estimates of precision to frequentist superpopulation modeling under the same 

model, although confidence intervals are replaced by posterior probability intervals and 

hence have a somewhat different interpretation. Bayes also provides unique solutions to 

small-sample problems under clearly specified assumptions where there are no exact 

frequentist answers, and the choice between approximate frequentist solutions is ambiguous. 

Examples include whether to condition on the margins in tests for independence in 2x2 

tables  (see, for example, Little 1989), and in the survey context, inference from post-

stratified survey data, where there is ambiguity in the frequentist approaches concerning 

whether or not to condition on the post-stratum counts (Holt and Smith 1979, Little 1993).  

5. Bayesian inference deals with nuisance parameters in a natural and appealing way. 

6. Bayesian inference satisfies the likelihood principle, unlike frequentist superpopulation 

modeling or design-based inference.  

7. Modern computation tools make Bayesian analysis much more practically feasible than in 

the past (e.g Tanner 1996). 

Perhaps the main barrier to the use of Bayesian methods in surveys is the perceived 

“subjectivity” involved in the choice of a model and prior, and the problems stemming from 

misspecified models. It is true that Bayes lacks built- in “quality control”, and may be disastrous 

if the prior or model is poorly specified. Frequentist superpopulation modeling avoids the 

specification of the prior, but is also vulnerable to misspecification of the model, which is often 
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 5 

the more serious issue, particularly when samples are large. The design-based approach, which is 

based on the known probability distribution of sample selection and avoids overt specification of 

a model for the survey outcomes, is less vulnerable to gross errors of misspecification. However, 

Bayesian models with noninformative priors can be formulated that lead to results equivalent to 

those of standard large-sample design-based inference, and these results retain their robustness 

properties regardless of their inferential origin. I believe that with carefully specified models that 

account for the sample design, Bayesian methods can enjoy good frequentist properties (Rubin 

1984). I also believe that the design-based approach lacks the flexibility to handle surveys with 

small samples and missing data. For such problems, the Bayesian approach under carefully 

chosen models yields principled approaches to imputation and smoothing based on clearly 

specified assumptions.  

A common misconception of the Bayesian approach to survey inference is that it does not affirm 

the importance of random sampling, since the model rather than the selection mechanism is the 

basis for Bayesian probability statements. However, random selection plays an important role in 

the Bayesian approach in affording protection against the effects of model misspecification and 

biased selection. The role is illuminated by considering models that incorporate the inclusion 

indicators as well as the survey outcomes, as discussed in the next section. In chapter 18 this 

formulation is extended to handle missing data, leading to Bayesian methods for unit and item 

nonresponse. 

4.2. MODELING THE SELECTION MECHANISM. 

I now discuss how a model for the selection mechanism is included within the Bayesian 

framework. This formulation illuminates the role of random sampling within the Bayesian 
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 6 

inferential framework The following account is based on Gelman, Carlin, Stern and Rubin 

(1995). Following notation in Chapters 1 and 2, let 

{ }

( )1

( ),   = value of survey variable  for unit , 1,..., ; 1,...,

( ) = finite population quantity

= ,...,   = sample inclusion indicators, 1 if unit  included, 0 otherwise

(

U tj tj

U

U N t

U inc

y y y j t j J t U N

Q Q y
i i i i t
y y

= = ∈ =

=

=

= , ),  included part of ,   excluded part of 
 fully-observed covariates, design variables. 

exc inc U exc U

U

y y y y y
z

= =
=

 

We assume for simplicity that design variables are recorded and available for analysis; if not, 

then Uz  denotes the subset of recorded variables. The expanded Bayesian approach specifies a 

model for both the survey data Uy  and the sample inclusion indicators Ui . The model can be 

formulated as: 

( , | , , ) ( | , ) ( | , , )U U U U U U U Up y i z p y z p i z yθ φ θ φ= × , 

where ,θ φ  are unknown parameters indexing the distributions of Uy  and Ui  given Uy , 

respectively. The likelihood of ,θ φ  based on the observed data ( , , )U inc Uz y i  is then: 

( , | , , ) ( , | , , ) ( , | , , )U inc U inc U U U U U excL z y i p y i z p y i z dyθ φ θ φ θ φ∝ = ∫ . 

In the Bayesian approach the parameters ( , )θ φ  are assigned a prior distribution ( , | )Up zθ φ . 

Analytical inference about the parameters is based on the posterior distribution: 

( , | , , ) ( , | ) ( , | , , )U inc U U U inc Up z y i p z L z y iθ φ θ φ θ φ∝  

Descriptive inference about Q = Q( Uy ) is based on its posterior distribution given the data, 

which is conveniently derived by first conditioning on, and then integrating over, the parameters: 

( ( ) | , , ) ( ( ) | , , , , ) ( , | , , )U U inc U U U inc U U inc Up Q y z y i p Q y z y i p z y i d dθ φ θ φ θ φ= ∫ . 
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 7 

The more usual likelihood does not include the inclusion indicators Ui  as part of the model. 

Specifically, the likelihood ignoring the selection process is based on the model for Uy  alone: 

( | , ) ( | , ) ( | , )U inc inc U U U excL z y p y z p y z dyθ θ θ∝ = ∫ . 

The corresponding posterior distributions for θ  and Q( Uy ) are: 

( | , ) ( | ) ( | , )

( ( ) | , ) ( ( ) | , , ) ( | , ) .
U inc U U inc

U U inc U U inc U inc

p z y p z L z y

p Q y z y p Q y z y p z y d

θ θ θ

θ θ θ

∝

= ∫
 

When the full posterior reduces to this simpler posterior, the selection mechanism is called 

ignorable for Bayesian inference. Applying Rubin's (1976) theory, two general and simple 

conditions for ignoring the selection mechanism are: 

Selection at Random (SAR): ( | , , ) ( | , , ) for all y .U U U U U inc excp i z y p i z yφ φ=  

Bayesian Distinctness: ( , | ) ( | ) ( | ).U U Up z p z p zθ φ θ φ=  

It is easy to show that these conditions together imply that: 

( | , ) ( | , , ), and  ( ( ) | , ) ( ( ) | , , )U inc U inc U U U inc U U inc Up z y p z y i p Q y z y p Q y z y iθ θ= = , 

so the model for the selection mechanism does not affect inferences about θ  and Q( Uy ).  

Probability sample designs are generally both ignorable and known, in the sense that: 

( | , , ) ( | , ),U U U U U incp i z y p i z yφ =  

where Uz  represents known sample design information, such as clustering or stratification 

information.  In fact, many sample designs depend only on Uz  and not on incy ; an exception is 

double sampling, where a sample of units is obtained, and inclusion into a second phase of 

questions is restricted to a subsample with a design that depends on characteristics measured in 

the first phase.  
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 8 

Example 1. Simple random sampling. The distribution of the simple random sampling selection 

mechanism is: 

1

1
, if ;

( | , , )

0, otherwise.        

N
tt

U U U

N
i np i z y nφ

−

=

 
= =  




∑  

This mechanism does not depend on Uy  or unknown parameters, and hence is ignorable. A basic 

model for a single continuous survey outcome with simple random sampling is 

 2 2[ | , ] ( , )t indy Nθ σ θ σ: , (4.1) 

where N(a, b) denotes the normal distribution with mean a, variance b. For simplicity assume 

initially that 2σ  is known and assign an improper uniform prio r for the mean: 

 ( | ) .Up z constθ ∝  (4.2)  

Standard Bayesian calculations (Gelman et al. 1995) then yield the posterior distribution of θ  to 

be 2( , / )sN y nσ , where sy  is the sample mean. To derive the posterior distribution of the 

population mean Uy , note that the posterior distribution of Uy  given the data and θ  is normal 

with mean ( ( ) ) /sny N n Nθ+ −  and variance 2 2( ) /N n Nσ− . Integrating over θ , the posterior 

distribution of Uy  given the data is normal with mean 

( ) ( )( ) ( | ) / ( ) /s s s s sny N n E y N ny N n y N yθ+ − = + − =  

and variance 

[ ] [ ] 2 2 2 2 2( | , ) ( | , ) ( ) / (1 / ) / (1 / ) /U s U sE Var y y Var E y y N n N n N n n N nθ θ σ σ σ+ = − + − = − . 

Hence a 95% posterior probability interval for Uy  is 21.96 (1 / ) /sy n N nσ± − , which is 

identical to the 95% confidence interval from design-based theory for a simple random sample. 
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 9 

This correspondence between Bayes' and design-based results also applies asymptotically to 

nonparametric multinomial models with Dirichlet priors (Scott 1977; Binder 1982). 

 

With 2σ  unknown, the standard design-based approach estimates 2σ  by the sample variance 2s , 

and assumes large samples. The Bayesian approach yields small sample t corrections, under 

normality assumptions. In particular, if the variance is assigned the Jeffreys’ prior 

2 2( ) 1/p σ σ∝ , the posterior distribution of Uy  is Student’s t with mean sy , scale 

2(1 / ) /s n N n−  and degrees of freedom n – 1. The resulting 95% posterior probability interval 

is 2
1,0.975 (1 / ) /ny t s n N n−± − , where 1,0.975nt −  is the 97.5th percentile of the t distribution with n – 

1 degrees of freedom. Note that the Bayesian approach automatically incorporates the finite 

population correction (1 / )n N−  in the inference.   

Example 2. Stratified random sampling. More generally, under stratified random sampling the 

population is divided into H strata and hn  units are selected from the population of hN  units in 

stratum h. Define Uz  as a set of stratum indicators, with components 

1, if unit  is in stratum ;
0, otherwise.                  t

t h
z


= 


 

This selection mechanism is ignorable providing the model for ty  conditions on the stratum 

variables tz . A simple model that does this is 

 2 2[ | , { , }]~ ( , )t t h h ind h hy z h Nθ σ θ σ= , (4.3) 

where N(a, b) denotes the normal distribution with mean a, variance b. For simplicity assume 2
hσ  

is known and the flat prior  

( | ) .h Up z constθ ∝  
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 10 

on the stratum means. Bayesian calculations similar to the first example lead to 

2 2[ | , , { }]~ ( , )U U h st sty z data N yσ σ  

where:                                             

1

, / ,  sample mean in stratum ,
H

st h sh h h sh
h

y P y P N N y h
=

= = =∑  

2 2 2

1

(1 ) / , / .
H

st h h h h h h h
h

P f n f n Nσ σ
=

= − =∑  

These Bayesian results lead to Bayes probability intervals that are equivalent to standard 

confidence intervals from design-based inference for a stratified random sample. In particular, 

the posterior mean weights cases by the inverse of their inclusion probabilities, as in the Horvitz-

Thompson estimator (Horvitz and Thompson 1952): 

1 1

1 1 :

/ ,  

/ selection probability in stratum .
t

H H

st h sh t t h
h h t x h

h h h

y N N y N y i

n N h

π

π

− −

= = =

= =

= =

∑ ∑ ∑
 

The posterior variance equals the design-based variance of the stratified mean: 

 2 2

1

( | , ) (1 / ) /
H

U U h h h h h
h

Var y z data P n N nσ
=

= −∑ . 

Binder (1982) demonstrates a similar correspondence asymptotically for a stratified 

nonparametric model with Dirichlet priors. With unknown variances, the posterior distribution of 

Uy  for this model with a uniform prior on 2log( )hσ is a mixture of t distributions, thus 

propagating the uncertainty from estimating the stratum variances.     

 

Suppose that we assumed the model (4.1) and (4.2) of Example 1, with no stratum effects. With 

a flat prior on the mean, the posterior mean of Uy  is then the unweighted mean 
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2

1

( | , , ) , /
H

U U s h sh h h
h

E y z data y p y p n nσ
=

= ≡ =∑ , which is potentially very biased for Uy  if the 

selection rates /h h hn Nπ =  vary across the strata. The problem is that inferences from this model 

are non-robust to violations of the assumption of no stratum effects, and stratum effects are to be 

expected in most settings. Robustness considerations lead to the model (4.3) that allows for 

stratum effects.  

 

From the design-based perspective, an estimator is design-consistent if (irrespective of the truth 

of the model) it converges to the true population quantity as the sample size increases, holding 

design features constant. For stratified sampling, the posterior mean based on the stratified 

normal model (4.1) converges to Uy , and hence is design-consistent. For the normal model that 

ignores stratum effects, the posterior mean converges to 
1 1

/
H H

h h Uh h hh h
y N y Nπ π π

= =
= ∑ ∑ , and 

hence is not design consistent unless .h constπ =  I generally favor models that yield design-

consistent estimates, to limit effects of model misspecification (Little 1983a,b).    

 

An extreme form of stratification is to sample systematically with interval B from a list ordered 

on some stratifying variable Z. The sample can be viewed as selecting one unit at random from 

implicit strata that are blocks of size B defined by selection interval. This design is ignorable for 

Bayesian inference provided the model conditions on Uz . The standard stratified sampling model 

(4.3) does not provide estimates of variance since only one unit selected per stratum, and 

inference requires a more structured model for the stratum effects. Modeling assumptions are 

also needed to derive sampling variances under the design-based approach in this situation; 
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 12 

generally the approach taken is to derive variances from the differences of outcomes of pairs of 

units selected from adjacent strata, ignoring differences between adjacent strata. 

Example 3. Two-stage sampling. Suppose the population is divided into C clusters, based for 

example on geographical areas. A simple form of two-stage sampling first selects a simple 

random sample of c clusters, and then selects a simple random sample of cn of the cN  units in 

each sampled clus ter c. The inclusion mechanism is ignorable conditional on cluster information, 

but the model needs to account for within-cluster correlation in the population. A normal model 

that does this is: 

 2 2

 outcome for unit  in cluster , 1,..., ; 1,..., .

[ | , ] ~ ( , ),
[ | , ] ~ ( , ).

ct c

ct c ind c

c ind

y t c t N c C
y N

N
θ σ θ σ

θ µ φ µ φ

= = =

 (4.4) 

Unlike (4.3), the cluster means cannot be assigned a flat prior, ( )cp constθ = , because  

only a subset of the clusters are sampled; the uniform prior does not allow information from 

sampled clusters to predict means for non-sampled clusters. Maximum likelihood inference for 

models such as (4.4) can be implemented in SAS Proc Mixed (SAS 1992). 

Example 4. Quota Sampling. Market research firms often use quota sampling, where strata are 

formed based on characteristics of interest, and researchers select individuals purposively until a 

fixed number hn  of respondents are obtained in each stratum h. This scheme assures that 

distribution of the stratifying variable in the sample matches that in the population. However, the 

lack of control of selection of units within strata allows the selection mechanism to depend on 

unknown factors that might be associated with the survey outcomes, and hence nonignorable.  

We might analyze the data assuming ignorable selection, but the possibility of unknown 

selection biases compromises the validity of the inference. Random sampling avoids this 

problem, and hence greatly enhances the plausibility of the inference, frequentist or Bayesian. 
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Calibrated Bayes, an Alternative Inferential Paradigm
for Official Statistics

Roderick J. Little1

I characterize the prevailing philosophy of official statistics as a design/model compromise
(DMC). It is design-based for descriptive inferences from large samples, and model-based
for small area estimation, nonsampling errors such as nonresponse or measurement error,
and some other subfields like ARIMA modeling of time series. I suggest that DMC involves
a form of “inferential schizophrenia”, and offer examples of the problems this creates.
An alternative philosophy for survey inference is calibrated Bayes (CB), where inferences
for a particular data set are Bayesian, but models are chosen to yield inferences that have good
design-based properties. I argue that CB resolves DMC conflicts, and capitalizes on the
strengths of both frequentist and Bayesian approaches. Features of the CB approach to surveys
include the incorporation of survey design information into the model, and models with weak
prior distributions that avoid strong parametric assumptions. I describe two applications to
U.S. Census Bureau data.

Key words: Bayesian statistics; frequentist statistics; likelihood principle; robust models;
model checking; statistical inference.

1. Introduction

The mission of official statistics is to produce relevant, timely and credible statistics about

key social and economic phenomena. Statistical agencies face increased demand for data

products, and the questions asked by our society are becoming increasingly complex and

hard to measure. On the other hand, individuals and organizations are less willing to

respond to requests for information, voluntary or not. Surveys and censuses are expensive

and challenging to mount. Combining information from a variety of data sources is

attractive in principle, but difficult in practice. Disseminating information for small areas

is subject to the dangers from disclosure of confidential information from respondents.

For these reasons, the standard statistical approach of taking a random sample of the

target population and weighting the results up to the population no longer meets our

needs. We should see the traditional survey as one of an array of data sources, including

administrative records and other information gleaned from cyberspace. Tying this
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information together to yield cost-effective and reliable estimates requires modern

statistical analysis tools.

In response to these challenges, the U.S. Census Bureau has recently formed a new

Research and Methodology Directorate. I am its first Associate Director, and I write as the

first Bayesian statistician with a senior leadership position at the Census Bureau, and as

one who has great respect for the history and statistical traditions of the agency.

One of my responsibilities is to uphold statistical standards, and this role has led me to

ponder the prevailing statistical philosophy of the agency, which I believe many other

official statistical agencies share. I feel that some of the obstacles faced by official

statistics are attributable to the ambivalence of this prevailing philosophy. I suggest that an

alternative statistical philosophy, calibrated Bayes, provides a better vehicle for official

statistics in the future.

2. The Prevailing Philosophy of Statistical Inference in Official Statistics

Official statistics is largely concerned with censuses and surveys, with a strong emphasis

on probability sampling. There are three main competing general philosophies of inference

from probability sample surveys (e.g., Little and Rubin 1983; Little 2004): (a) design or

randomization-based inference, and (b) model-based inference, in its two main forms of

superpopulation inference and Bayesian inference.

2.1. Design-Based Inference

The classical randomization or design-based approach to survey inference (e.g., Hansen

et al. 1953; Kish 1965; Cochran 1977) has the following main features. For a population

with N units, let Y ¼ ( y1, : : : , yN) where yi is the set of survey variables for unit i, and let

I ¼ (I1, : : : , IN) denote the set of inclusion indicator variables, where Ii¼ 1 if unit i is

included in the sample and Ii¼ 0 if it is not included. Design-based inference for a finite

population quantity Q ¼ Q(Y) involves (a) the choice of an estimator q̂ ¼ q̂(Yinc, I), a

function of the observed part Yincof Y, that is unbiased, or approximately unbiased, for Q

with respect to the distribution of I; and (b) the choice of a variance estimator v̂ ¼ v̂(Yinc, I)

that is unbiased or approximately unbiased for the variance of q̂ with respect to

the distribution of I. Inferences are then generally based on normal large-sample

approximations. For example, a 95% confidence interval for Q is q̂ ^ 1:96
ffiffiffî
v

p
.

Models can and often do play a role in determining the choice of estimator in this

approach. Specifically, regression or ratio estimates are based on implicit models, and

model-assisted methods such as generalized regression (Särndal et al. 1992) incorporate

model predictions. However, these methods are still fundamentally design-based, since the

distribution of I remains the basis for inference.

2.2. Model-Based Inference

The model-based approach bases inference on a model for the distribution for Y, perhaps

combined with the distribution of I. Initial model formulations did not overtly assign a

distribution for I, but modeling both Y and I allows assumptions about the method of

selection to be formalized, and clarifies the value of probability sampling. The model is
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used to predict the non-sampled values of the population, and hence finite population

quantities Q. There are two major variants: superpopulation modeling and Bayesian

modeling.

In superpopulation modeling (e.g., Royall 1970; Thompson 1988; Valliant et al. 2000),

the population values of Y are assumed to be a random sample from a “superpopulation”,

and assigned a probability distribution p(YjZ,u) indexed by fixed parameters u, and

conditioned on known design variables Z.

Bayesian survey inference (Ericson 1969, 1988; Basu 1971; Scott 1977; Binder 1982;

Rubin 1983, 1987; Ghosh and Meeden 1997; Sedransk 2008; Little 2003, 2004; Fienberg

2011) requires the specification of a prior distribution p(YjZ) for the population values.

Inferences for finite population quantities Q(Y) are then based on the posterior predictive

distribution p(YexcjYinc, Z, I) of the non-sampled values (say Yexc) of Y, given Z and the

sampled values Yinc. Probability sampling allows us to “ignore” the distribution of

the sample inclusion indicator I in this model, and base inferences on posterior predictive

distribution p(YexcjYinc, Z), simplifying the modeling task. The specification of the prior

distribution p(YjZ) is often achieved via a parametric model p(YjZ, u) indexed by

parameters u, combined with a prior distribution p(ujZ) for u, that is:

pðYjZÞ ¼

ð
pðYjZ; uÞpðujZÞdu:

The posterior predictive distribution of Yexc is then

pðYexcjY inc; ZÞ ¼

ð
pðYexcjY inc; Z; uÞpðujY inc; ZÞdu ð1Þ

where p(ujYinc, Z) is the posterior distribution of the parameters, computed via Bayes’

Theorem:

pðujY inc; ZÞ ¼ pðujZÞpðY incjZ; uÞ=pðY incjZÞ;

where p(ujZ) is the prior distribution, p(YincjZ,u) is the likelihood function, viewed as a

function of u, and p(YincjZ) is a normalizing constant. This posterior distribution induces a

posterior distribution p(QjYinc, Z) for finite population quantities Q(Y).

Some Bayesians have downplayed the role of randomization, but its importance

becomes clear when the model is expanded to the joint distribution of Y and I, as in the

above summary. Randomization provides a practical way to assure that the selection or

allocation mechanisms are ignorable for inference (Rubin 1978; Sugden and Smith 1984;

Gelman et al. 2003, Chapter 7), without making ignorable selection a questionable

assumption. On the other hand, making randomization the basis for inference, as with the

design-based approach, is restrictive, since it does not provide a framework for handling

deviations from randomization, or other non-sampling errors.

The specification of p(YjZ,u) in the Bayesian formulation is the same as in parametric

superpopulation modeling, and in large samples, the likelihood based on this distribution

dominates the contribution from the prior distribution of u. As a result, large-sample

inferences from the superpopulation modeling and Bayesian approaches are often similar,

with the key distinction then being between design-based and model-based inference.

Bayes modeling is to my mind superior to superpopulation modeling in small samples,
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since the integration over u in (1) propagates uncertainty in the estimation of u, yielding

better inferences than approaches that fix u at an estimate.

2.3. The Current Design/Model Compromise

A recent comparative assessment of these approaches is given in Rao (2011).The status

quo for statistical inference at the U.S. Census Bureau is a combination of design-based

and model-based ideas, which I shall term the “design/model compromise” (DMC);

I believe that a similar philosophy pervades other official statistical agencies. DMC applies

design-based inference for descriptive statistics like means and totals in large samples, and

models are used for small area estimation, to handle survey nonresponse, and in some

specialized areas like time series analysis (e.g., Kalton 2002; Rao 2003, 2011). The

design-based approach is often model-assisted, in that models are used to incorporate

auxiliary information. A common form of model assistance is regression calibration,

where model predictions are adjusted by adding design-weighted residuals to protect

against misspecification (e.g., Cassel et al. 1977; Särndal et al.1992).

Models are used for small area estimation, since direct design-based estimates are too

imprecise to be useful. An important early example is Fay and Herriott (1979). Models are

used for nonresponse, though sometimes they are implicit, as in hot deck methods. In time

series analysis, models are commonly used to smooth and summarize series of estimates

collected over time.

Design-based and model-based systems of statistical inference both have strengths and

weaknesses, and the key is to combine them in a way that capitalizes on their strengths.

For reasons given below, I do not think that DMC is the best way to do this. In the next

section, I describe an alternative approach, calibrated Bayes (CB), which avoids

“inferential schizophrenia” by assigning distinct roles to models (for the inference) and

frequentist methods (for formulating and assessing the model).

3. Calibrated Bayesian (CB) Inference

3.1. Calibrated Bayes Inference for Statistics in General

In CB, all inferences are explicitly Bayesian and hence model-based, but models are

chosen to yield inferences that are well calibrated in a frequentist sense; specifically,

models are sought that yield posterior credibility intervals with (approximately) their

nominal frequentist coverage in repeated sampling. Seminal references are Box (1980)

and Rubin (1984). Since my arguments in favor of CB have been presented elsewhere

(Little 2006, 2011), I summarize them here, specifically in the context of survey

sample inference.

Frequentist inference is in essence a set of concepts, like unbiasedness, consistency,

confidence coverage, efficiency, and robustness, for assessing properties of inference

procedures. It is not a prescriptive system leading to a clear choice of estimator and

inferential procedure. Of the many frequentist tools, such as least squares, method of

moments, generalized weighting equations or maximum likelihood (ML), asymptotic

inferences based on ML seem the closest to being prescriptive, but ML is not satisfactory

for small-sample inference. Exact small-sample inferences have been developed for some
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problems, but in many others there is no exact frequentist method, in the sense of yielding

a confidence interval that has exact nominal confidence coverage for all values of the

unknown parameters.

Design-based survey inferences are not only asymptotic, they fail for probability

sampling schemes where the number of distinct repeated samples is limited. For example,

consider systematic sampling of units with a sampling interval of five, from a random start.

The design-based standard error exists, but design-based estimates of standard error are not

available, and since there are only five possible repeated samples and hence five possible

estimates, design-based 90% or 95% confidence intervals do not exist. Models are needed

to create and provide meaning to interval estimates.

Frequentist inference violates the likelihood principle (Birnbaum 1962), and is

ambiguous about whether to condition on ancillary or approximately ancillary statistics

when performing repeated sampling calculations (Cox 1971; Cox and Hinkley 1974).

In the sample survey context, this issue arises in the question of whether the sampling

distribution of post-stratified means should condition on post-stratum counts (Holt and

Smith 1979; Little 1993).

The Bayesian approach avoids these problems with frequentist inference. Once a model

and prior distribution are specified, there is a clear path to inferences based on the posterior

distribution, or optimal estimates for a given choice of loss function. Problems of inference

under a model become purely computational, and a rich array of Bayesian computational

tools are now available, even for complex high-dimensional problems. The likelihood

principle is satisfied, issues about conditioning on ancillary statistics do not arise, and

uncertainty about nuisance parameters is propagated by integrating them over their

posterior distribution, an approach that (with noninformative prior distributions) leads to

better small-sample inferences than ML. In the simplest case of a normal model and simple

random sampling, integrating out the variance leads to inferences based on the t distribution.

The problem with Bayesian inference in practice is that it generally requires full

specification of a likelihood and prior, and we never know the true model (Efron 1986).

All models are wrong, and bad models lead to bad answers: under the frequentist

paradigm, the search for procedures with good frequentist properties provides a degree of

protection against model misspecification, but there seems no such built-in protection

under a strict Bayesian paradigm where frequentist properties are not entertained.

We want model-based inferences with good frequentist properties, such as 95%

credibility intervals that cover the unknown parameter approximately 95% of the time if

the procedure is applied to repeated samples. The Bayesian has some important tools for

model development and checking, like Bayes factors and model averaging, but in my view

frequentist ideas are essential when it comes to model development and assessment.

A natural compromise is thus to use frequentist methods for model development and

assessment, and Bayesian methods for inference under a model. This capitalizes on the

strengths of both paradigms, and is the essence of calibrated Bayes (CB) (Peers 1965;

Welch 1965; Dawid 1982; Box 1980; Rubin 1984; Draper and Krnjajic 2010). Rubin

(1984) wrote that

“The applied statistician should be Bayesian in principle and calibrated to the real world

in practice – appropriate frequency calculations help to define such a tie: : : frequency
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calculations are useful for making Bayesian statements scientific, scientific in the sense

of capable of being shown wrong by empirical test; here the technique is the calibration

of Bayesian probabilities to the frequencies of actual events.”

3.2. Calibrated Bayes Inference for Sample Surveys

What are the implications of CB for sample survey inference? The main features that

distinguish survey sampling inference from other areas of statistics are (a) the focus on

descriptive finite population quantities (though analytic parameters are also of interest)

and (b) the presence of survey design features like stratification, weighting and clustering,

which render simple “iid” assumptions invalid.

Bayesian inference is highly suited to finite population quantities; the tool is the

posterior predictive distribution. This distribution automatically incorporates finite

population corrections – the uncertainty in the posterior predictive distribution goes to

zero as the sampling fraction goes to one. The target population quantity does not need

to be a parameter of the CB model used for inference; it could be the quantity obtained

by applying a “target model” to the full population. CB inference is then based on the

posterior predictive distribution of this finite population quantity, for an “analysis

model”, which captures key features of the sample design, and which may differ from

the target model. This point is developed in the context of multiple regression in

Section 4.2 below.

Concerning (b), the need for calibration, combined with the appreciation that all models

are approximations and hence to some degree misspecified, leads to Bayesian models that

incorporate design features like stratification, weighting and clustering. Design features

need to be included in the model to protect against the effects of model misspecification.

Specifically, models for cluster samples that assume units within clusters are

independent overstate precision when outcomes of units within clusters are correlated.

Thus, hierarchical Bayes models that include random effects for clusters, as in the

seminal work of Scott and Smith (1969), are needed to model clustering of the sample.

Models for stratified unequal probability samples that do not allow distinct parameters

across strata make the dubious assumption that strata variables are unrelated to outcomes.

Thus, stratified samples require models that include strata indicators as covariates.

For probability proportional to size samples, models that misspecify the relationship

between the outcome and size are not well calibrated. Robust modeling of this

relationship, for example by modeling the outcome as a spline function of size, avoids

this problem, and has been shown to yield Bayesian inferences with superior frequentist

properties to sample-weighted estimates in simulations (Zheng and Little 2004, 2005;

Yuan and Little 2007, 2008; Chen et al. 2010).

Frequentist concepts like design consistency or asymptotic design unbiasedness

(Brewer 1979; Isaki and Fuller 1982) are useful in developing CB models, particularly for

inference with large samples where asymptotic properties are relevant. Strictly speaking,

design consistency of estimates is not a requirement of CB, since a design-inconsistent

Bayes estimate for a well-specified model can still achieve good frequentist coverage.

However, design consistency plays a role in CB as a useful robustness property that tends

to promote good confidence coverage, particularly in large samples; the class of Bayesian
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models that yield design consistent estimates is very broad, so design consistency is

relatively easy to achieve under the CB paradigm.

Other features of CB models for surveys are that (a) relatively weak prior distributions

should be favored so that the evidence in the data dominates the evidence in the prior;

and (b) model checks become an important feature of the analysis. The latter point should

not be controversial, since any statistical approach, frequentist or Bayesian, needs to

evaluate assumptions. Diagnostic approaches include posterior predictive checks (Rubin

1984; Gelman et al. 1996), and cross-validation approaches (Draper 1995; Draper and

Krnjajic 2010).

The following simple examples from Little (2003) illustrate these ideas.

Example 1. Stratified Random Sampling. Suppose the population with units

i ¼ 1, : : : , N is divided into H strata and nh units are randomly selected without

replacement from the population of Nh units in stratum h. Define Z as a stratum variable,

with zi ¼ h, if unit i is in stratum h. A CB model for an outcome Y that conditions on the

stratum variables zi is

yijzi ¼ h; uh;s
2
h

� �� �
,ind G uh;s

2
h

� �
; ð2Þ

where G(a, b) denotes the normal (Gaussian) distribution with mean a, variance b.

Suppose first s2
h is known and the stratum mean are assigned a flat prior

pðuhjZÞ / const:

Bayesian calculations lead to the posterior predictive distribution for the population

mean Y :

YjZ; data; s2
h

� �� �
, G yst;s

2
st

� �
the normal distribution with posterior mean:

yst ¼
XH

h¼1

Phyh;Ph ¼ Nh=N; yh ¼ sample mean in stratum h;

and posterior variance:

s2
st ¼

XH

h¼1

P2
hð1 2 f hÞs

2
h=nh; f h ¼ nh=Nh:

These Bayesian results lead to Bayes posterior credibility intervals that are identical

to standard confidence intervals from design-based inference for a stratified random

sample. In particular, the posterior mean weights each case by the inverse of its

inclusion probability, and the posterior variance equals the design-based variance of the

stratified mean.

With unknown variances, the standard design-based approach has weaknesses.

Replacing the variances {s2
h} by sample stratum variances leads to normal confidence

intervals that fail to achieve nominal coverage when some {nh} are small, since

uncertainty in the estimated variances is not incorporated; or pooling the sample stratum

variances assumes the variances {s2
h} are equal, leading to confidence intervals with the
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wrong width when this assumption is strongly violated. The CB approach addresses these

weaknesses, by assigning {log ðs2
hÞ} uniform prior distributions. The resulting posterior

distribution of Y is a mixture of t distributions, yielding improved frequentist coverage in

small samples because uncertainty in estimating the stratum variances is propagated.

Suppose we ignore stratum effects, that is, we assume uh ¼ u,sh ¼ s in Eq. (2). The

posterior mean of Y is then the unweighted sample mean, which is potentially very biased

if the sampling rates vary across the strata. The problem is that inferences from this model

are nonrobust to violations of the assumption of no stratum effects, and we expect stratum

effects in most settings. The CB perspective leads to a model like (2) that allows for

stratum effects.

Example 2. Two-stage Sampling. Suppose the population is divided into C clusters,

based for example on geographical areas. A simple form of two-stage sampling first selects

a simple random sample of c clusters, and then selects a simple random sample of nc of

the Nc units in each sampled cluster c. The inclusion mechanism is ignorable conditional

on cluster information, but a CB model needs to account for within-cluster correlation in

the population. A normal model that does this is:

yci ¼ outcome for unit i in cluster c; i ¼ 1; : : : ;Nc; c ¼ 1; : : : ;C:

ycijuc;s
2

� �
,ind G uc;s

2
� �

;

½ucjm;f� ,ind Gðm;fÞ:

ð3Þ

Unlike the model for stratified sampling in Eq. (2), the cluster means cannot be assigned a

flat prior, p(uc) ¼ const, because only a subset of the clusters are sampled; the uniform

prior does not allow information from sampled clusters to predict means for non-sampled

clusters. The model that assumes no cluster effects, f ¼ 0 in (3), yields poor confidence

coverage in the presence of cluster effects, particularly in highly clustered samples.

If the first stage clusters are sampled with probability proportional to size, a CB model

needs to include the size variable as a covariate in Eq. (3); see, for example Zheng and

Little (2004).

4. DMC and CB Perspectives on Some Analysis Issues

4.1. Design-Based Statistical Standards for Model-Based Analysis

The statistical standards at the U.S. Census Bureau are essentially design-based, whereas

many Census Bureau researchers are social scientists targeting substantive journals in

disciplines such as economics and demography, where statistical models are the norm.

This difference in underlying philosophy leads to confusion and conflict. The statistical

standard-bearers play the role of high priests in a religion that many social scientists have

not embraced.

If, on the other hand, statistical standards were written from a CB perspective, the

inference would always be model-based, greatly reducing the communication gap between

social science modelers and standard-setters; the role of design features in the analysis is to

find robust and well-specified models. The fact that the inference is Bayesian is admittedly a

departure for modelers more versed in superpopulation frequentist modeling. The gap may
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not be as large as sometimes suggested – for example, economists act very much like

Bayesians, in the sense that prior judgment enters strongly into model specification through

variable selection, assumptions about instrumental variables, exclusion restrictions, and

so on. The additional information injected by including a diffuse Bayesian prior distribution

is usually minor compared to the assumptions required to identify models.

Bayesian inferences have repeated sampling properties, like any other inferential

procedure. All modelers interested in obtaining robust inferences should embrace the

calibrated part of CB. In the finite population context, estimates for a model fitted to the

sample should be close to the estimates that would be obtained if that model were fitted on

the entire population. One way of achieving this is to incorporate features of the sample

design, such as weighting and clustering, into the model, since ignoring features like the

design weights yields inferences that are vulnerable to model misspecification (Kish and

Frankel 1974; Holt et al. 1980; Hansen et al. 1983; Pfeffermann and Holmes 1985).

4.2. Role of Sampling Weights in Regression

The conflict between design-based statisticians and modelers arises in the role of sampling

weights. A design-based analysis weights units in the regression analysis by the inverse of

their selection probability (Horvitz and Thompson 1952), but this form of weighting is

seen as unnecessary in many branches of economics, where extrapolation to a population

is not the primary aim, and weights, if used at all, model nonconstant variance (Konjin

1962; Brewer and Mellor 1973; Dumouchel and Duncan 1983; Smith 1988; Pfeffermann

1993; Little 2004).

From a CB viewpoint, it is useful to distinguish the case where the variables defining the

sampling weights (e.g., the strata indicators in Example 1 above) are or are not included as

predictors in the model. If they are, then design weighting is unnecessary if the model is

correctly specified. However, from a CB perspective, a comparison of estimates from the

weighted and unweighted analysis provides an important specification check, since a

serious difference between a design-weighted and unweighted estimate is a strong

indicator of misspecification of the regression model. Since specification checks for the

hard problem of selection on unobservables are popular in econometrics (e.g., Heckman

1976), we should welcome checks for the much easier problem of selection on

observables! Dumouchel and Duncan (1983) propose a test comparing the weighted and

unweighted regression coefficients, and extensions of this idea to other complex survey

designs would be useful; furthermore, determining what constitutes a “serious” difference

between weighted and unweighted estimates is not obvious.

If the variables defining the weights are not included as predictors in the regression

model, the design-weighted regression is a simple way of correcting for selection bias in

the sample. In fact, the design-weighted estimates have an interpretation as approximate

posterior means for a CB model, as in the following example (Little 1991, 2004).

This example also illustrates the distinction between a target model and an analysis model

mentioned in Section 3.2.

Example 3. Distinct Target and Analysis Models, Leading to a Bayesian Interpretation

of Design-weighted Regression Estimates. I noted in Section 3.2 that the target quantity

in a CB analysis does not have to be a parameter in a CB model (or its finite population
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equivalent). It is useful to distinguish a target model, which determines the target quantity

of interest, and the analysis model, the basis for inferences about the target quantity.

Consider first inference about a population mean from a stratified sample, as in

Example 1. The target model assumes the outcome yi for unit i has a mean that does not

depend on stratum, and a non-constant variance, namely

Target model:

½ yijui; zi ¼ h; u;s2
i

� �
� ,ind G u; s2=ui

� �
; ð4Þ

where ui is a known constant. The target quantity is the result of applying this model to the

whole population with an uninformative prior, namely the precision-weighted mean:

Y ðuÞ ¼
XN

i¼1

uiyi

 !, XN

i¼1

ui

 !
: ð5Þ

This is the finite population mean if ui ¼ 1 for all i, but other choices of {ui} lead to useful

target quantities. For example, if yi ¼ xi/ui then Eq. (4) defines the ratio model, and Eq. (5)

is the population ratio
�PN

i¼1xi

���PN
i¼1ui

�
.

A standard design-based approach weights cases in stratum j by their sampling weight

wj ¼ Nj / nj, yielding design-unbiased estimates of the numerator and denominator of

Eq. (5):

y ðw *Þ ¼
XJ

j¼1

wj

i[sj

X
uiyi

0
@

1
A, XJ

j¼1

wj

i[sj

X
ui

0
@

1
A¼

XJ

j¼1 i[sj

X
w

*

jiyi

0
@

1
A, XJ

j¼1 i[sj

X
w

*

ji

0
@

1
A; ð6Þ

where w
*

ji ¼wjui is the product of the sampling weight and the precision weight. This

estimator can also be motivated as an approximate posterior mean under a CB model,

as follows:

The target Model (4) ignores the stratified nature of the sample, and for inference

purposes it is vulnerable to misspecification if the means of Y and selection rates vary

across the strata. Thus for inference about (5), we replace (4) by an analysis model that

allows different parameters for the mean and variance in each stratum, that is:

Analysis model:

yijzi ¼ j; uj;s
2
j

n oi
,ind G uj; s2

j =ui

	 
h
;

p mj; logs2
j

n o	 

¼ const:

ð7Þ

This model yields a posterior predictive distribution for the nonsampled values, and hence

for the target quantity (5). If {ui} are known for all units of the population, a standard

Bayesian calculation yields

E Y ðuÞjdata; {ui}
� �

¼
XJ

j¼1

yðuÞj uþj

 !, XJ

j¼1

uþj

 !
;

where yðuÞj ¼
P

i[sj
uiyi=

P
i[sj

ui is the precision-weighted mean of the sampled units

i [ sj in stratum j, and uþj is the sum of ui for all units i in stratum j. If {ui} are only known
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for sampled units of the population, a model is also needed to predict values {ui} for

nonsampled units. A variety of models for {ui} that involve distinct means in each stratum

yield a posterior mean of the total in stratum j of the form EðuþjjdataÞ < wj

P
i[sj

ui, where

wj ¼ Nj / nj is the sampling weight for stratum j. Then

EðY ðuÞjdataÞ¼E
XJ

j¼1

yðuÞj uþj

 !, XJ

j¼1

uþj

 !
jdata

" #

<
XJ

j¼1

yðuÞj E uþjjdata
� � !, XJ

j¼1

E uþjjdata
� � !

¼
XJ

j¼1

yðuÞj wj

i[sj

X
ui

0
@

1
A, XJ

j¼1

wj

i[sj

X
ui

0
@

1
A¼

XJ

j¼1 i[sj

X
w

*

jiyi

.XJ

j¼1 i[sj

X
w

*

ji ¼ y ðw *Þ;

the design-weighted estimator (6). The approximation in the second line of this expression

results from replacing the posterior expectation of a ratio by a ratio of posterior

expectations, which ignores terms of order O(1/n). Hence, under this formulation, the CB

approach leads to weighting by the product of the sampling weight and precision weight,

as in the design-based approach.

An extension of this analysis yields design-weighted estimates for regression

coefficients. Consider more generally the target regression model

Target model:

ðYjX;bÞ , GðXb;U 21s2Þ; ð8Þ

where Y consists of the population elements as an (N £ 1) vector, X is an (N £ p) matrix

of covariates, and U is a (N £ N) diagonal matrix with the value {ui} on the diagonal.

The target quantities are the precision-weighted least squares estimates:

B ðuÞ , ðX TUXÞ21X TUY : ð9Þ

For inference about (9), we assume an analysis model that allows different stratum

regression coefficients, namely

Analysis model:

YjjXj;bj;s
2
j

	 

, G Xjbj; U21

j s2
j

	 

;

p bj; logs2
j

n o	 

¼ const:

ð10Þ

where Yj, Xj are the components of Y and X in stratum j, with dimension (Nj £ 1)

and (Nj £ p) respectively. An approximation to the posterior mean of B (u) under (10)

is obtained by writing (9) as a function of sums B(u) ¼ g(T1, : : : ,TL), where

{Tl ¼
PJ

j¼1

PNj

i¼1ujihlji; l ¼ 1; : : : ; L}, for difference choices of {hlji} represent the

set of sums, sums of squares, and sums of cross products of the covariates and outcome.
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Then

EðB ðuÞjdataÞ ¼ E gðT1; : : : ; TLÞjdata
� �

¼ g EðT1jdataÞ; : : : ;EðTLjdataÞ
� �

þ Oð1=nÞ

by a linearization argument similar to that used for design-based inference. Also,

EðTljdataÞ <
XJ

j¼1 i[sj

X
w

*

jihlji;

where w
*

ji ¼ wjuji and wj is the sampling rate in stratum j, applying an argument similar

to that for the mean model to {hlji}. Hence the posterior mean is approximated by the

design-weighted regression estimates:

EðB ðuÞjdataÞ < X T
s W

*

sXs

	 
21

X T
s W

*

sYs; ð11Þ

where the subscript s denotes sample quantities (Little 2004).

Can sampling weights be ignored when interest lies in “analytic” inference for the

parameters b of the target Model (10), rather than in the finite population quantity (9)?

I would say no, Eq. (11) should still be used to estimate b. The inference differs only in the

omission of finite population corrections, which follows directly from the application of

Bayes’ theorem. My reason is that the finite population is assumed to be a random sample

from the superpopulation under the superpopulation model, so b differs from the finite

population quantity B (u) by a (small) quantity of order O(1/N). Since ignoring the

sampling weights yields a poor estimate of B (u), it also yields a poor estimate of b.

What is gained by the CB approach if the analysis model (10) merely recovers the

design-based estimator? The Bayesian paradigm allows for better small-sample

inferences, by propagating error in estimating the variances, and by allowing the

possibility of shrinkage of the weights by mixed models.

4.3. DMC and CB for Small Area Estimation

The DMC philosophy suggests that when there are sufficient data to support “direct”

estimates that do not borrow strength across subdomains, inferences are design-based, but

when the data are too limited then model-based small area estimates are acceptable. This

dichotomy implies, for any particular survey, the existence of a tipping point (say n0), the

“point of inferential schizophrenia”, such that inferences are design-based when n . n0

and model-based when n , n0. The choice of n0 is of course rather arbitrary, and it bothers

me that one’s entire philosophy of statistics, and the nature of the estimator, changes

depending on where the sample size falls relative to this value (Fig. 1A). In particular, the

(design-based) confidence intervals for the mean for sample sizes slightly more than n0

will be wider than the (model-based) confidence intervals for the mean for sample sizes

slightly less than n0, even though they are based on more data.

The CB philosophy avoids “inferential schizophrenia”, since all inferences are model-

based. Hierarchical Bayes models yield estimates close to “direct” estimates when sample

sizes are large, and as the sample size decreases, move seamlessly towards predictions

from a fixed-effects model (Fig. 1B). Consider, for example, the following simple
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hierarchical Bayes model for simple random sampling, relating an outcome Y to a

covariate X measured for all units in the population:

yaijaa , N mai;s
2

� �
;mai ¼ aa þ bxai;

aa , N a; t2
� �

;
ð12Þ

where xai, yai are the value of Y and X for unit i in area a, and aa is a random intercept

for area a. (A more complex model would entertain interactions between the areas and

covariates). If the sampling fraction in area a is small, the posterior mean of the population

mean Ya in area a given (s 2,t 2) has the form

E
�
Yajdata

�
¼ waya þ

�
1 2 wa

�
y þ b̂

�
xa 2 X

� ��
; ð13Þ

where ya, xa, na are the sample means of Y and X and sample size in area a,�
y þ b̂

�
xa 2 X

��
is the regression prediction for the mean of Y aggregated over all areas,

and wa ¼ nas
2=ðnas

2 þ t2Þ assigns most of the weight to the sample mean when na is

large, and most of the weight to the regression prediction over all areas when na is small.
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Design-based inference

--------------------- n0 = “point of inferential schizophrenia”-----------

Model-based inference

Sample size n

wa

B

A

Fig. 1. (A) Discontinuity between design-based and model-based inference in DMC. (B) Hierarchical Bayes

estimate for area a is weighted combination of direct estimate ȳpa and regression estimate m̂a. Weight wa on the

direct estimate increases with the sample size n
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The weights here depend on the variances, which in practice need to be estimated.

Empirical Bayes approaches replace the variances by point estimates, typically computed

by the method of moments or maximum likelihood. When the estimate of t 2 goes

negative, it is replaced by a value 0 on the boundary of the parameter space. Uncertainty in

the variance estimates is not reflected in inferences. Fully Bayes methods based on weak

priors on the variance components propagate uncertainty and avoid estimates on the

boundary of the parameter space, though care is needed with the choice of prior

distribution for t 2 (Gelman 2006).

What precisely is the role of CB in small area estimation? Essentially, that Bayes is

preferable to empirical Bayes because it addresses uncertainty in the variance

components, and as a result, it tends to be better calibrated, that is, yields credibility

intervals with better confidence coverage. Two other related issues raised by the

referees are that (a) model-based estimators have a bias that does not necessarily vanish

with increasing sample size, and that can be substantial and dominate the MSE if the

model fails; and (b) CB for small areas yields estimates that do not necessarily sum to

design-based estimates for higher levels of aggregation. My view is that “design

consistency”, not “design bias”, is the important issue, since the essence of shrinkage

estimates is that exact unbiasedness is secondary to mean squared error. Estimates for

any single CB model are automatically internally consistent, since predictions of

quantities at high levels of aggregation are sums of the predictions at lower levels.

(Of course, this property no longer holds if different models are applied at different

levels of aggregation.) Design-inconsistent estimates from a CB model may be

adequately calibrated for small areas, because design bias is not an important com-

ponent of mean squared error; but design bias from model misspecification becomes

an issue when these small area estimates are aggregated to higher levels. Thus, if

aggregation to higher levels is important, then I recommend seeking a CB model that

yields design-consistent estimates.

4.4. CB for Small Area Inference: Fixing the “Standard Error Error”

Official statistics often presents uncertainty in the form of standard errors or margins of

error. In particular, users of the U.S. American Community Survey (ACS) have the ability

to generate tables of estimated counts of individuals by race, age and gender, in small

areas. Results are reported by an estimate and a margin of error, chosen so that the estimate

plus or minus the margin of error is asymptotically a 90% confidence interval. However, in

many instances the margin of error is larger than the estimate, yielding intervals containing

negative counts of people! The ACS documentation suggests truncating the resulting

intervals so that they are bounded below by zero, but the confidence interval based on

the margin of error still fails to have the nominal coverage in small samples, since it is

based on a large-sample approximation.

This exemplifies a general weakness of design-based inferences – that they are too

focused on estimates and standard errors, assuming that we are in the “land of asymptotia”

where an estimate plus or minus two standard errors is truly a 95% confidence interval.

We learn in elementary statistics that this is false when the sample size is small, as when a

t correction is applied to a normal test or confidence interval when the variance is not
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known. In simulation studies with realistic sample sizes, design-based confidence intervals

often fail to achieve the nominal coverage (e.g., Zheng and Little 2004, 2005; Yuan and

Little 2007, 2008; Chen et al. 2010). A comprehensive theory for finite samples should be

able to deal with small sample sizes, and (as discussed below) the simplest general way to

achieve this is to make the inference Bayesian. The concern is that the introduction of the

prior distribution adds subjective information, but Bayes credibility intervals with

noninformative priors tend to be more, not less, conservative than design-based confidence

intervals.

In particular, it is well known that asymptotic Wald confidence intervals for proportions

do not achieve nominal coverage when the sample size is small, particularly for

proportions close to zero or one (Brown et al. 2001). Simple fixes such as the Wilson

estimate, which for a 95% interval adds 2 to the numerator and 4 to the denominator of the

proportion (Agresti and Coull 1998), have a Bayesian interpretation. The Bayesian

posterior credibility interval based on a noninformative Jeffreys’ prior distribution is

constrained to lie between 0 and 1, is appropriately asymmetric when the estimate is close

to zero or one, and has better confidence coverage than the asymptotic Wald interval

(Brown et al. 2001). Extensions of the Bayesian approach to unequal probability sampling

show similar improved frequency properties over design-weighted and model-assisted

approaches (Chen et al. 2010).

4.5. Model-Assisted Estimation

The prevailing paradigm of design-based inference is model-assisted, where model

predictions are calibrated to yield estimates that are design-consistent (Brewer 1979;

Isaki and Fuller 1982) and hence protected from model misspecification – note that this

use of the term “calibration” differs from the calibration in CB. This popular approach

uses regression models on auxiliary data to increase the efficiency of design-based

inferences while retaining the randomization distribution as the basis for inference.

A weakness of the method is that, by modifying the prediction estimator to improve its

robustness, the resulting estimator can involve parameter estimates from conflicting

models held simultaneously. I would rather base inferences on predictions from a

model that yields design consistent estimates. Since design consistency is a rather weak

property, this is not hard to do in many problems (Firth and Bennett 1998). In short,

model-assisted estimators represent for me a rather ad hoc way of making a design-

based estimator robust to model misspecification, whereas a more direct approach is

simply to choose a more robust model. The following example (Little 2007) illustrates

this point.

Example 4. Generalized Regression in An Equal Probability Sample Based on a

Regression Model Without An Intercept. Opsomer et al. (2007) applied the model-

assisted approach to incorporating auxiliary information into an equal probability

sample, where the regression models for prediction did not include the constant term.

Let y and x denote sample means of an outcome Y and a vector of covariates X, b̂x the

vector of least squares slopes for the regression of Y on X with no intercept, and X the

population mean of X. The resulting regression prediction of the mean of Y is b̂xX, and

the average residual for the sampled cases is y 2 b̂xx, so the generalized regression
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estimator has the form

YGREG ¼ b̂xX þ y 2 b̂xx
� �

¼ b̂0 þ b̂xX; where b̂0 ¼ y 2 b̂xx:

Observe that the slopes bx are estimated under the regression model that assumes no

intercept, but the inclusion of b̂0 in YGREG implies a model that includes an intercept. If

an intercept is needed, it should be included in the model when estimating b̂x. Since

any linear model with an intercept yields design-consistent predictions under equal

probability sampling (Firth and Bennett 1998), there is then no need for calibration at

all in this situation. Other examples of model inconsistency in model-assisted estimates

from unequal probability samples are given in Little (1983).

Is this a “counter-example”? It depends on the extent to which one cares about the

logical consistency of estimators from the viewpoint of the prediction – since the CB

perspective views the task of statistics as fundamentally to provide posterior predictive

inference for unknowns given the data, it places considerable weight on this aspect.

A more pragmatic CB argument against model-assisted approaches is that the resulting

confidence intervals do not achieve the nominal coverage, particularly when the sampling

weights applied to the residuals are highly variable (Zheng and Little 2004, 2005; Yuan

and Little 2007, 2008; Chen et al. 2010).

Another comment about model-assisted estimation is that it is a tool for incorporating

auxiliary data, but not effective for small area estimation – hierarchical Bayes models like

(4) above that incorporate shrinkage via random effects are more suited to this purpose.

For example, in the setting of Model (4) with equal probability sampling, the form of the

generalized regression estimator with predictions based on the regression of Y on X is

yGREG;a ¼ b̂0 þ b̂1Xa þ ya 2 b̂0 2 b̂1xa ¼ ya þ b̂1ðXa 2 xaÞ;

which incorporates information in the auxiliary variable X, but does not incorporate

shrinkage to the regression estimate y þ b̂1ðxa 2 XÞ combined over areas, as in the CB

estimate (13). This lack of shrinkage also applies to unequal probability samples, where

the model-assisted approach calibrates the regression estimate by adding weighted

residuals. For discussions of model and design-based approaches to survey weights, see

Little (2004, 2008) and Gelman (2007).

4.6. Methods for Propagating Imputation Uncertainty

Single imputation methods lead to confidence intervals that are too narrow (that is, have

less than nominal coverage) when imputation uncertainty is not propagated. There are

model-based and design-based approaches to correcting this problem. A Bayesian

approach is multiple imputation, where multiple data sets are generated with different sets

of draws from the predictive distribution of the missing values (Rubin 1987, 1996).

A design-based approach is to apply replicate methods such as the jackknife (Rao 1996;

Fay 1996), with different imputations in each replicate; these methods are design-based

in spirit but “pseudo” randomization-based in fact, since they rely on an assumption

that, within classes, nonresponse is in effect a form of random sampling. Multiple

imputation does not yield consistent estimates of variance under particular forms of

model misspecification (Meng 1994; Rao 1996; Fay 1996; Robins and Wang 2000;
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Kim et al. 2006). Modelers accept model misspecification as inevitable, and seek multiple

imputation models that capture key features of the population – they also point to

simulations suggesting that multiple imputation under plausible models generally yields

good or conservative confidence coverage.

I view this as a proxy fight for the more basic underlying philosophical differences.

At the Census Bureau it has led to a form of stalemate, where single imputation methods

that fail to propagate imputation error continue to be applied, even though both of the

alternatives mentioned above are clearly superior to the status quo.

4.7. DMC-Induced Constrictions of the Total Survey Error Paradigm

Total survey error (TSE) centers around a decomposition of mean squared error of a

survey estimate into components of sampling error, and nonsampling errors such as

frame errors, errors due to nonresponse, response errors, editing and interviewer effects.

In a recent review of TSE, Groves and Lyberg (2010) note that the explicit attention to

the decomposition of errors in TSE, and the separation of phenomena affecting

statistics in various ways, provides a central conceptual basis for the field of survey

methodology. At the same time, they point out the following weaknesses of the current

TSE paradigm:

i) quantitative measurement of many components is burdensome and lagging;

ii) the TSE paradigm has not led to enriched error measurement in practical surveys;

iii) assumptions required for some estimators of error terms are frequently not true;

iv) there is a mismatch between existing error models and theoretical causal models of

the error mechanisms;

v) there is a misplaced focus on descriptive statistics; and

vi) there is a failure to integrate error models developed in other fields.

I believe that a primary source of these weaknesses is the design-based tradition of survey

inference, making it difficult to harmonize in a single inference the design-based approach

for sampling errors and model-based approach needed for non-sampling errors. An

explicitly model-based CB representation of the TSE concept, drawing heavily on Rubin’s

unified concepts of causal inference and missing data (Rubin 1974), addresses many of the

failures in implementing the TSE paradigm.

4.8. Incorporating Information from Multiple Data Sources

The modeling paradigm of CB is particularly relevant to problems of combining data

across data sources. The design-based paradigm can incorporate known administrative

data, using methods such as post-stratification or raking, and methods from multiple frame

probability samples, but a modeling framework like CB is required for combining

information from probability samples with information from nonprobability sources, or

sources where nonsampling errors need to be modeled. The topic is too large for an

extended treatment here, but see Elliott and Little (2005), Schenker and Raghunathan

(2007), and Raghunathan et al. (2007) for examples of Bayesian approaches to combining

information from different data sources.
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5. Two Census Bureau Applications

While DMC is the prevailing philosophy of statistics at the Census Bureau, there is an

increasing acceptance of model-based, and even Bayesian methods. In this section I

describe two small area estimation topics that are being addressed from a CB perspective.

Example 5. Small Area Income and Poverty Estimates. The U.S. Census Bureau Small

Area Income and Poverty Estimates (SAIPE 2011) are intercensal estimates of selected

income and poverty statistics for school districts, counties, and states, for the

administration of federal programs and the allocation of federal funds to local

jurisdictions. Data from administrative records, intercensal population estimates, and the

decennial census are combined with direct estimates from the American Community

Survey to provide consistent and reliable single-year estimates. Direct survey estimates

(from the Current Population Survey, CPS, or more recently from the American

Community Survey, ACS) are too unreliable for many areas, and a small area model is

applied to integrate survey data with data from administrative records and the previous

census long form. The basic form of the model (Fay and Herriott 1979) is

yajua; va , Nðua; vaÞ

uajb;s
2 , N x 0

ab;s
2

� � ;
where ya is the direct survey estimate of population quantity ua for area a, va is the

sampling variance of ya, xa is a vector of regression variables for area a with associated

regression parameters b, and s 2 is the variance of small area random effects. Initially the

variances va and s 2 were treated as known, but more recent formulations have included

prior distributions as part of a Bayesian formulation.

In particular, for the state poverty rate model for ages 5–17, the direct survey estimates

yi were originally from CPS, but since 2005 are from the ACS; the regression variables in

xi include a constant term and, for each state, pseudo-poverty rate for children from tax

return data tax “nonfiler rate”, SNAP (food stamp) participation rate, previous census

estimated state 5–17 poverty rate, or residuals from regressing previous census estimates

on other elements of xi for the census year. Table 1 presents CPS sample size, direct

variance va and posterior variance for four states from the State Model for 2004 CPS 5–17

Poverty Rates. For California (CA), the sample size is large, most of the weight (61%) is

on the direct estimate, and the posterior variance (0.8) is not much smaller than the direct

variance (1.1). For Mississippi (MS), the sample size is small, most of the weight (87%) is

on the model prediction, and the posterior variance (3.9) is much smaller than the direct

variance (12.0). The other two states lie between these two.

Table 1. Posterior Variances from SAIPE State Model for 2004 CPS 5-17 Poverty Rates. Results for four states

State na va Var(Yajdata) Approx. wt. on Ya in E(Yajdata)

CA 5,834 1.1 0.8 .61
NC 1,274 4.6 2.0 .28
IN 904 8.1 2.0 .18
MS 755 12.0 3.9 .13
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Example 6: Language Provisions of the Voting Rights Act. The Voting Rights Act

determines that certain counties and townships are required to provide language assistance

at the polls. Determinations are based in part on there being more than 5 percent of voting

age citizens in a political district who are members of a single language minority and are

limited English proficient (LEP). The Census Bureau is charged with determining which

jurisdictions are covered under the Act, and until now have used direct estimates from

Long Form Decennial Census Data. With the replacement of the long form, estimates are

henceforward to be based on the smaller ACS, and some districts have small ACS samples

and hence have direct estimates with unacceptably high variance. The 2011

determinations use a small area model that combines information from the 2005–2009

ACS and 2010 Census data. To see why a model is needed, let P be the proportion of

voting age citizens in a voting district who are members of a single language minority and

are LEP. Suppose the ACS was a simple random sample; then a direct estimate of P is the

sample proportion m/n, where n is the sample count of voting age citizens in a district, and

m is the number of minority voting age citizens in that district who are LEP. For a small

District A with n ¼ 105, m ¼ 5, m=n , 0:05, and the 5% provision would not apply,

but for a District B with n ¼ 105, m ¼ 6, m=n . 0:05 and the 5% provision would

apply. That is, a change in the sample count of just one changes the outcome. A small

area model is applied to increase the precision of the estimate, and hence the reliability

of the outcome.

The approach to the “more than 5%” provision was to build a district level regression

model to predict P based on variables in the ACS, and Census 2010 counts of minority

groups. Classify districts into classes with similar predicted P based on the model –

predictive mean stratification; and then within classes, apply a hierarchical random-effects

model that pulls the direct ACS estimate of P towards the average P for districts in that

class; and compare the model estimate with 5% for this aspect of the determination.

Comparison of the Bayesian model estimates with the direct ACS estimates indicated

large gains in precision, particularly for the small voting districts. The predictive mean

stratification is used to reduce dependency on model assumptions, since the regression

model is used to group similar jurisdictions rather than to create direct predictions. See

Joyce et al. (2012) for more details.

6. Conclusions

I have argued for a paradigm shift in official statistics, away from the current DMC

towards Bayesian models that are geared to yield inferences with good frequentist

properties. My design-based statistical colleagues raise two principal objections to this

viewpoint.

First, the idea of an overtly model-based, even worse Bayesian, approach to probability

surveys is not well received, although the calibrated part of CB is welcomed for its focus

on good randomization properties. Models are mistrusted, and should be avoided at all

costs! My view is simply that classical design-based methods do not provide the

comprehensive approach needed for the complex problems that increasingly arise in

official statistics: small area estimation, nonresponse and response errors, file linkage and

combining information across probabilistic and nonprobabilistic sources. Judicious
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choices of well-calibrated models are needed to tackle such problems. Attention to design

features and objective priors can yield Bayesian inferences that avoid subjectivity, and

modeling assumptions are explicit, and hence capable of criticism and refinement.

The second objection is that Bayesian methods are too complex computationally for the

official statistics world, where large numbers of routine statistics need to be computed

correctly and created in a timely fashion. It is true that current Bayesian computation

may seem forbidding to statisticians familiar with simple weighted statistics and replicate

variance methods. Sedransk (2008), in an article strongly supportive of Bayesian

approaches, points to the practical computational challenges as an inhibiting feature.

I agree that much work remains to meet this objection, but I do not view it as insuperable.

Research on Bayesian computation methods has exploded in recent decades, as have our

computational capabilities. To take as an example my research area of missing data,

methods have evolved from simple imputation methods, to maximum likelihood for

general patterns of missing data via iterative algorithms like EM, to Bayesian multiple

imputation methods for increasingly complex models based on Gibbs’ sampling, now

widely available in standard software (Little and Rubin 2002; Little 2011). Bayesian

models have been fitted to very large and complex problems, in some cases much more

complex than those faced in the official statistics world.

Part of the problem here is a lack of familiarity with modeling and Bayesian methods

among government statisticians, since unfamiliar tasks are often easier than they seem.

Clearly government statisticians need to be skilled in statistical computation, a better

marriage is needed between computer science and statistics, and infrastructure is needed

to bring more sophisticated analysis methods into production environments. These are

challenging problems, but I do not see them as insuperable, if there is recognition that they

are worth tackling.

The move to a more overt modeling approach means that government agencies need to

recruit and train statisticians who are adept in modeling (and yes, Bayesian) methods, as

well as being familiar with survey sampling design. Survey sampling needs to be

considered a part of mainstream statistics, in which Bayesian models that incorporate

complex design features play a central role. A CB philosophy would improve statistical

output, and provide a common philosophy for statisticians and researchers in substantive

disciplines such as economics and demography. A strong research program within

government statistical agencies, including cooperative ties with statistics departments in

academic institutions, would also foster examination and development of the viewpoints

advanced in this article (Lehtonen et al. 2002, Lehtonen and Särndal 2009).

Change is also needed before statisticians are recruited into government agencies.

Currently Bayesian statistics is absent or “optional” in many programs for training

MS statisticians, and even Ph.D. statisticians are often trained with very little exposure

to Bayesian ideas, beyond a few lectures in a theory sequence dominated by frequentist

ideas. This is clearly incompatible with the rising prominence of Bayes in science, as

evidenced by the strong representation of modern-day Bayesians in science citations

(Science Watch 2002).

The examples in Section 5 are for me an encouraging sign that the Census Bureau is

more open to the CB approach I favor, at least in the context of small area estimation.

I would like to see it applied more generally to other problems, such as the treatment of
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missing data, and applications that require combining across data sources, which are

becoming more urgent with the attempts to incorporate administrative record data into

Census Bureau products. Aside from the statistical benefits of modeling, direct

substitution of administrative records may be problematic because of privacy and legal

issues, but using the administrative records as predictors in a model to impute missing

records is often more acceptable (Zanutto and Zaslavsky 2001).

When it comes to consumers of statistics, Bayes is not a part of most introductory

statistics courses, so most think of frequentist statistics as all of statistics, and are not aware

that Bayesian inference exists. Defenders of the status quo claim that Bayesian inference is

too difficult to teach to students with limited mathematical ability, but my view is that

these difficulties are overrated. The basic idea of Bayes’ Theorem can be conveyed

without calculus, and Bayesian methods seem to me quite teachable if the emphasis is

placed on interpretation of models and results, rather than on the inner workings of

Bayesian calculations. Indeed, Bayesian posterior credibility intervals have a much more

direct interpretation than confidence intervals, as noted above. Frequentist hypothesis

testing is no picnic to teach to consumers of statistics, for that matter.

Formulating useful statistical models for real problems is not simple, and students need

more instruction on how to fit models to complicated data sets. We need to elucidate the

subtleties of model development. Issues include the following: (a) models with better fits

can yield worse predictions; (b) all model assumptions are not equal, for example in

regression lack of normality of errors is secondary to misspecification of the error

variance, which is in turn secondary to misspecification of the mean structure; (c) if

inferences are to be Bayesian, more attention needs to be paid to the difficulties of picking

priors in high-dimensional complex models, objective or subjective.

Models are imperfect idealizations, and hence need careful checking; this is where

frequentist methods have an important role. These methods include Fisherian significance

tests of null models, diagnostics that check the model in directions that are important

for the target inferences, and model-checking devices like posterior predictive checking

and cross-validation. Such diagnostics are well known for regression, but perhaps

less developed and taught for other models, particularly when complex survey designs

are involved.
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Discussion

Jean-François Beaumont1

I would first like to thank the Editors for offering me the opportunity to discuss this very

interesting and thought-provoking paper on the calibrated Bayes (CB) approach for

official statistics. I must congratulate Prof. Little for providing convincing arguments in

favour of the CB approach and for writing an article that I hope will stimulate the debate

and the research on the choice of an inferential approach for samples selected from finite

populations. As explained in Prof. Little’s article, both the design-based and model-based

approaches, have strengths and weaknesses. The main idea underlying the CB approach

for official statistics consists of making Bayesian (model-based) inferences that have good

design properties.

Prof. Little argues that this capitalizes on the strengths of both approaches but I think it

may also inherit their weaknesses. In practice, CB is implemented by incorporating design

information in the model and by using weak prior distributions. Although the design-based

approach is not a panacea and the CB idea seems conceptually interesting, I must admit

that I will not instantly become a CB proponent except when specific problems are

considered such as small area estimation. My point of view is mostly justified by practical

concerns and some conceptual issues that I explain below. My point of view may change

after reading Prof. Little’s rejoinder.

1. Model-based Approaches are Dependent on the Validity of a Model

As pointed out above, inferences with the CB approach remain Bayesian and thus model-

based. Themain criticism ofmodel-based inferences, be they frequentist or Bayesian, is that

inferences rely on an appropriate specification of amodel. The frequentist approach requires

correct specification of the first twomoments of amodel. TheBayesian approach requires an

appropriate specification of a full parametric model (not only the first twomoments) as well

as the specification of a prior distribution. This is restrictive, and one of the main reasons

why national statistical offices continue to use the design-based approach modified

to account for issues such as nonsampling errors and small samples. This criticism can

possibly be attenuated by using nonparametric methods such as penalized splines,

advocated by Prof. Little, or the Polya posterior (e.g., Lazar et al. 2008; Rao 2011), which is

not discussed in this article. These techniques could be useful in problems in which the

number of explanatory variables is small and the sampling design is simple. As far as I know,

I think their efficiency in problemswith a large number of explanatory variables and/or with

complex sampling designs remains to be demonstrated. Nonparametric methods may also

be more difficult to apply and explain to data users than design-based methods.

q Statistics Sweden
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2. Why is Calibration Necessary or Even Useful?

If I understand properly, CB for official statistics is implemented in practice by

determining models that yield posterior inferences with good design properties such as

design consistency. First, as Rao (2008) pointed out, it is not clear how one ensures that

posterior inferences are well calibrated in complex situations without explicitly

accounting for the design effect associated with the estimator. More importantly, I am

not sure that I understandwhy such calibration is necessary or even useful. From aBayesian

perspective, inferences are model-based and I do not understand how achieving design

consistency, or any other design property, helps in any way in protecting against model

misspecifications. An estimator could be design-consistent but justified using a model that

does not hold. In that case, Bayesian inferences are misleading even if the sample size is

large. If good design properties are required, why not make design-based inferences and use

models only to justify the form of estimators like in the model-assisted approach?

To better understand this issue, let us consider the example of simple random sampling

without replacement combined with a simple linear regression model with constant

variance, normal errors and including an intercept. Under this scenario, the standard

model-assisted estimator of the population mean �Y is the generalized regression estimator
�YGREG. The design variance of �YGREG can be estimated using some design-consistent

variance estimator (e.g., see Särndal et al. 1992 p. 234– 238), and thus valid design-based

inferences can be made without requiring the linear model to hold exactly. Using this

linear model and assuming a noninformative prior distribution for its parameters, the

posterior mean of �Y is �YGREG and its posterior variance is a design-consistent estimator of

the design variance of �YGREG. Therefore, the posterior mean and variance can be used to

make valid design-based inferences. At first glance, the design-based and Bayesian

approaches may seem to be more or less equivalent in this example. However, the CB

statistician is not interested in making design-based inferences. From a Bayesian

viewpoint, inferences are valid only if the linear model holds, and ensuring design-based

validity of inferences does not seem to protect in any way against model misspecifications.

In this example, I would not mind using the posterior mean and variance, but I would

rather prefer to make design-based (model-assisted) inferences because they are not

dependent on the validity of the linear model. For instance, the design-based interpretation

of confidence intervals continues to hold even when the linear model is not satisfactory,

whereas the Bayesian interpretation of intervals is misleading if the linear model is

misspecified regardless of the design-based validity of these intervals.

3. Inclusion of Design Variables in the Model

Prof. Little recommends the inclusion of the design variables into the model. This ensures

that the sampling design is not informative and thus removes the selection bias. However,

sampling designs are often complex and it is not always straightforward to incorporate

design variables in the model. How to do that in multi-phase or even multi-stage sampling?

For instance, suppose a stratified sample of clusters (households or enterprises) is selected

in the first phase and then a stratified sample of elements (persons or establishments) is

drawn in the second phase from all the elements in the selected clusters, with possibly a

different stratification in each phase. It is not obvious now to properly incorporate all the
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design information in the model for that kind of sampling design, which is sometimes used

in national statistical offices. A design-based approach in which weights are computed as

the inverse of the selection probabilities at each phase is simpler by far. Calibration

weighting can be used to improve the efficiency of design-based estimators without really

sacrificing simplicity.

4. The Multipurpose Nature of Many Sample Surveys

Another issue with model-based approaches is that a different model may be needed for

different variables and different parameters. In multipurpose surveys, this is inconvenient

for the data producer as the modeling task may become tremendous. This is also

inconvenient for data users because each model may lead to its own set of survey weights.

Users are accustomed to using a rectangular data file with one set of survey weights

attached to it and perhaps replicate weights for variance estimation. This is generally not

possible if more than one model is considered. These are two practical reasons why model-

based methods are restricted to specific problems in practice. These methods are used only

where they are really needed.

5. The Analysis of Survey Data and Nonsampling Errors

Prof. Little argues in Section 4.1 that the analysis of survey data leads to confusion and

conflict within the design-based approach. I do not share this view. The survey analyst will

often postulate a model and will be interested in making inferences about model

parameters. This seems to preclude using the design-based approach, since a strict design-

based approach can only be used to make inferences about finite population parameters

using the sampling design, which has nothing to do with any model. However, a design-

based statistician will normally get rid of the apparent conflict by making inferences with

respect to the joint distribution induced by the analyst’s model and the sampling design

(e.g., among many others, Binder and Roberts 2003; Demnati and Rao 2010; Beaumont

and Charest 2012). The reason for involving the sampling design in the inferential

framework is to protect against informative sampling.

In Section 4.7, Prof. Little points out that the design-based approach to inference cannot

easily tackle both the sampling error and nonsampling errors. I agree that a strict design-

based approach cannot handle nonsampling errors; models are needed. However, design-

based statisticians would again handle nonsampling errors by making inferences with

respect to the joint distribution induced by models for the nonsampling errors and the

sampling design. This approach minimizes the reliance on models (e.g., see Rao 2011).

It is frequently used, both in the literature and in practice, to handle the unit nonresponse

error. If there are many sources of errors, the modeling task may become challenging. But

it is not obvious to me why CB is simpler or better in this context.

6. Does Multiple Imputation Really Fit in the CB Framework?

Prof. Little describes multiple imputation as a method to handle uncertainty caused by

missing values. Multiple imputation is certainly well justified under a Bayesian framework

(see Chapter 3 of Rubin 1987). It is not obvious that multiple imputation is CB because it is
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known not to have good frequentist properties in general. If frequentist properties are

evaluated with respect to the joint distribution induced by the sampling design and the

missing data mechanism, then Rubin (1987) in his Chapter 4 gives conditions for proper

imputation, which ensure frequentist validity. The problem is that these conditions are

very difficult (or perhaps impossible) to achieve in practice under this inferential

framework (see Binder and Sun 1996). If frequentist properties are instead evaluated with

respect to the joint distribution induced by the imputation model (the model for the

variable being imputed), the sampling design and the missing data mechanism, then Meng

and Romero (2003) (see also Kott 1995; Kim et al. 2006) showed that the multiple

imputation variance estimator is not consistent unless a complete response estimator that is

self-efficient is considered. There are many practical scenarios where a self-inefficient

complete response estimator is used (and useful). This lack of consistency of the multiple

variance estimator has nothing to do with model misspecifications. Indeed, multiple

imputation captures only two of the three components of the overall variance, namely, the

sampling variance and the nonresponse/imputation variance. It completely ignores the

mixed component (see Särndal 1992; or Beaumont and Bissonnette 2011 for the definition

of these components) regardless of whether the imputation model holds or not. Brick et al.

(2004) showed that the mixed component can be positive or negative and not always

negligible. My experience using SEVANI, the System for the Estimation of Variance due

to Nonresponse and Imputation (Beaumont and Bissonnette 2011) developed at Statistics

Canada, is that the mixed component is often negative, but not always, and is sometimes

quite large. Ignoring this componentmay in some cases lead to serious overestimation of the

overall variance. Obviously things become worse if the imputation model is not properly

specified. Therefore, I believe that multiple imputation does not fit in the CB framework

because it can have bad frequentist properties even when the imputation model holds.

Let me once again congratulate Prof. Little for challenging the design-based approach

to inference for official statistics. The design-based approach is not a panacea and, like

Rao (2011), I believe that model-based approaches have a role to play in some contexts.

For instance, in Beaumont (2008) I used a model to deal with the problem of highly

variable design weights. The model was used to smooth the design weights so as to

improve the efficiency of design-based estimators. Also, I think that nonparametric model-

based approaches could eventually become interesting alternatives to the design-based

approach, which, in passing, is itself a nonparametric approach. However, I doubt national

statistical offices will adopt any strictly model-based approach to inference, including CB,

as a general purpose approach. The main reasons are that: i) model-based approaches are

dependent on the validity of a model; ii) the inclusion of design variables in the model is

not always straightforward and iii) the modeling task may become tedious in multipurpose

surveys.
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Discussion

Philippe Brion1

I would like to congratulate Roderick Little on having produced an article which raises

important questions for government statisticians with respect to the production of

statistics: especially topics like small area estimation, estimation of the standard error of an

estimate, or the study of nonsampling errors. These questions are indeed practical

challenges statisticians are faced with, and on these subjects. Little makes a very

interesting review of the answers presently put forth by official statisticians, characterized

by the use of some classical methods. Little proposes a new class of approaches consisting

of Bayesian calibrated methods to improve the quality of the results. Even if I feel that on

some subjects, particularly the topic of the impact of imputation methods, some work has

been done during the recent years, and that the view of R. Little may be rather pessimistic,

I agree with his review of the methodological choices made at National Statistical

Institutes (NSI). Several circumstances may explain this situation.

One first element of explanation is that government statisticians have to produce

statistics that are considered impartial: since using models could lead to the results being

considered influenced by a priori choices, official statisticians are, rightly or wrongly,

more confident with “objective” methods. Many authors have raised this point, and I do

not develop it further here.

Secondly, government statisticians are generally faced with multiple kinds of demands:

demand for global aggregates as well as demands for very detailed information, these

objectives sometimes being contradictory. For example, for business statistics, the demand

may be for aggregates for the national accounts as well as for data on very specific

populations, for example small enterprises of a given economic sector. The use of

estimation procedures based on one set of weights, often obtained with model-assisted

methods, gives consistency to the whole set of results through linear estimates, and at the

same time gives some robustness to them (especially against model misspecification). The

statistical products, often consisting of thousands of figures, or more, have to be published

with an internal consistency, first of all with additive constraints (the results of regions, or

of categories, adding for example to the total).

Thirdly, no production process within an NSI can be seen as independent, but rather as

belonging to a whole device, where internal coherence has to be considered. For example,

some large surveys may be conducted for structural purposes, and smaller ones are

dedicated to specific topics. The statistical office has to manage an industrial process with

some global coherence and rules to be applied by everyone, in contrast to using ad hoc

q Statistics Sweden
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methods for every process, even if those methods might be more efficient for each

specific purpose.

Now, using the point of view of a production process manager, I elaborate on two

subjects where important methodological questions are raised for government

statisticians, especially since budget restrictions affect them. These two subjects are

maybe at the very heart of the challenges discussed by Little in his article: the potential

opened up by availability of multiple sources of data, and data editing of large databases.

The first one is briefly discussed in Little’s article (in Sec. 4.8), and regarding the second

one it should be noted that Little has produced a paper (Little and Smith 1987) proposing

an elegant method to handle the task.

1. The Use of Multiple Sources

As mentioned in Little’s article, this question is one of the most challenging for

government statisticians, especially since increased use of administrative data is

considered a way to improve the quality of the statistics while at the same time decreasing

the costs of production.

I will not discuss here all kinds of problems linked to this use (for example, concept

differences between the administrative world and the statistical world), but rather focus on

statistical estimation by utilizing a concrete example concerning business statistics.

INSEE, the French NSI, has during the last five years renewed its system of producing

the structural business statistics by directly using tax data (annual statements of income

sent by enterprises to the tax authorities) and “social data” (declarations sent to social

security administration, giving information about salaries and wages). Since all the

information needed to produce the structural business statistics is not available in the

administrative sources, a statistical survey conducted on a sample of enterprises,

completes the system of production, named ESANE (Brion 2011).

A part of the questionnaire of this statistical survey is dedicated to the different activities

conducted by the enterprise. This information is used for the national accounts, but also to

evaluate and if necessary to revise the value of the code of principal activity of the

enterprise (in French, APE code, Activité Principale de l’Entreprise, referring to the

nomenclature of activities). The value of this code is indeed available for all enterprises

within the business register; however, it is revisited for the enterprises in the sample of the

survey (approximately five percent of the three million enterprises), and a significant

percentage of them (often around five % within an economic sector) have their values

revised. This update may be an effect of two different causes: the lack of recent updating

of the register, or a recent and real economic change of the activities of the enterprise. For

example, some enterprises are leaving their industrial activities, and develop mainly

commercial activities.

Sector-based statistics are important, particularly if considered from a political point of

view: for example, the turnover in the manufacturing industry. It has to be noted that this

kind of statistic is produced using not one variable but two, one categorical and one

quantitative. For example, the total turnover of sector X is

U

X
Turnoverði Þ1APE¼Xði Þ ð1Þ
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where 1APE¼Xði Þ is the variable indicating whether the enterprise i belongs to the sector X

(its APE code is equal to X).

Using purely administrative data combined with the value of the code available in the

business register would lead to serious problems due to lack of updating, and consequently

result in biased estimates. Accordingly, the information obtained through the statistical

survey has to be used: for the enterprises belonging to the sample we have two values, one

not updated, the other one corresponding to the present situation.

As shown in Figure 1, the available material consists of an incomplete rectangular table,

with a considerable proportion of the data missing. How can this material be used to

produce estimates? For this purpose, two methods have been studied:

- Mass imputation (Kovar and Whitridge 1995), which means imputing values for all

variables in the questionnaire of the statistical survey for the nonsampled enterprises

(that constitute 95% of the population, even if they are small). For example, the value of

the APE code should be imputed taking into account what has been observed in the

sample for the changes between classes. This method belongs to the model-based

approaches family of:

- Using combined statistical estimates, with a design-based approach.

Studies (Brion 2007) have been conducted on past data showing that the estimates of totals

as “total turnover of a sector” obtained through mass imputation are generally biased

Sampled strata of the
statistical survey:
85,000 enterprises

Take-all stratum of the
statistical survey:
75,000 enterprises

Administrative data

Variables measured using
survey questionnaire

Total number of enterprises in the country: 2.9 million

Fig. 1. ESANE, a multisource device for the French structural business statistics. A schematic representation of

ESANE: rows represent variables and columns represent enterprises. The upper part of the figure contains

variables obtained through administrative sources, and the lower variables obtained through the statistical

survey. The take-all stratum of the survey contains larger enterprises (generally defined as more than 20

employees). The white area dominating the lower part represents unobserved data (since in the sampled strata

only 85,000 enterprises are surveyed from the population of almost 3 million units)
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(even if the imputation of the classifying code is unbiased), and that the bias may be

important in some sectors (more than ten % of the estimated aggregate).

The reason is that one would like to impute the value of the code (qualitative variable)

conditionally on other variables (the turnover for example, but all administrative variables

– that means hundreds of variables – are in fact concerned, which makes the conditional

imputation impossible in practice). On the same subject, Kroese and Renssen (2000)

present similar conclusions on the limits of the mass imputation methods.

Now, by implementing ESANE, it was also considered that the question of the APE

code (economic classifying of the enterprise) should not be the only one leading to a

“comparison” between statistical survey and administrative data. The value of the

turnover, and of its breakdown into different activities (for example industrial production,

trade, production of services), is asked for in the statistical survey and is also available in

the fiscal source. This possibility of “linking” the two sources is seen as playing an

important role to give robustness to the system: in cases of important inconsistencies

between the two values, survey clerks are asked to check the cause and to propose an

arbitrated value. This phase of comparison exercises a quality control of the two sources

(administrative and survey), and may reveal some events (for example restructuring) that

are not well taken into account in one source.

Having all this material, the question is how to use it in an efficient way. INSEE decided

to choose a method based on combined statistical estimates (within the design-based

approach). For example, the total of a fiscal variable (turnover, value added, etc.) of a

sector X is estimated with the following difference estimator

U

X
Yfiscalði Þ1APEreg¼Xði Þ þ

s

X
wiðYtrueði Þ1APEsurvey¼Xði Þ2 Yfiscalði Þ1APEreg¼Xði ÞÞ

ð2Þ

which uses the data coming from the exhaustiveness of the fiscal data and the classification

within the register (first term of the Equation (2)), combined with a “correction” resulting

from the sample at two levels:

- correction of the classification in the register, using the classification collected

through the statistical survey 1APEsurvey¼Xði Þ, as 1APEreg¼Xði Þ is the information available

in the business register;

- correction of the “quality” of the administrative – mainly fiscal – data (for example

for the variable turnover, but also for variables linked to it, such as goods sales) through

the quality control operated on the sample (Yfiscalði Þ being the basic value, available for

each unit in the administrative source, Ytrueði Þ being the value considered as the final

value after arbitration, available only for the units in the sample).

The studies conducted (Brion 2007) showed that the results obtained with this method at

aggregated levels have a much smaller mean square error than those resulting from mass

imputation, and are then more “secure”. For example, at the global level of the French

trade sector, the square root of the mean square error of the Estimate (2) is half of that

obtained with the mass imputation method. Having a comparison at a smaller level of the

nomenclature (four digits), it was found that for 13 classes, the mass imputation method
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shows better results, and for 100 classes the combined statistical estimator has a smaller

mean square error.

Those results confirmed the choice of the estimate; again, it has to be noted that mass

imputation, in this specific case, would concern 95% of the enterprises.

The final estimators used are, in fact, somewhat more complicated than presented

above, since they also take into account some calibration leading to modified values of the

final weights (see Brion 2009 for more details). And the treatment of missing data (in both

administrative and survey data) makes things more complex than the presentation in this

discussion, which is limited to the principles of the method.

It can be noted that the difference estimator presented here is different from GREG

estimators, since it uses the richness of the whole administrative data (through its

exhaustiveness, for all available administrative data), as GREG estimators would only use

the exhaustiveness of a few administrative variables.

However, these combined estimators have some limits: particularly, they do not

guarantee always to produce positive values. In some cases, enterprises changing their

APE code and having one variable with a large value and/or a big sampling weight may

create problems in the second term of Equation (2), leading to negative values. One might

think that using some winsorization procedures could help avoid this problem; but since

hundreds of variables are potentially concerned, it is practically impossible to implement

such a method. Even if this kind of situation (negative estimates) is a drawback for the

production of results, it does in fact reveal a problem that would not necessarily appear

when using classical methods: in the case of the existence of such units, when a sample

without winsorization is used, the estimates would have a very large variance, and when

administrative data is used directly with approximate values of the APE code (using the

value available in the register), we would have a large bias. In this way, the combined

estimates act as a safeguard.

Then, to avoid being faced with a lot of potentially negative estimates for “small

categories”, it has been decided to modify the strategy concerning the estimators: at a

relatively aggregated level (the three digits level of the nomenclature) the estimates use the

Equation (2), and for more detailed levels a breakdown is applied, through percentages

obtained via the survey (Gros 2012).

To conclude on this point, for the specific problem INSEE has faced, it seems to me that

other solutions may exist, specifically using the ideas developed in R. Little’s article. It

would be interesting to see some work conducted on evaluating the relative efficiency of

these alternatives.

2. An Important Problem for Statisticians in Charge of Production Processes:

Data Editing

The control of data is one of the most time-consuming parts of the production process of

official statistics. What is more, one may notice that academic literature has focused much

more on the question of missing data than on the question of suspicious data.

For some kinds of surveys, especially mail surveys, which represent an important part of

business surveys, the activity of data editing (checking the plausibility of the collected

values, and having a strategy to decide what to do with them, by modifying them or not)
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takes a lot of time and energy. The statistician has to work on the definition of appropriate

checks (not only for accounting coherence, but also for internal coherence within a

questionnaire, for example by studying the plausibility of the ratio of two variables), and

on an appropriate strategy to make the manual work of the survey clerks as efficient as

possible.

This last question has been studied in many papers during recent years, and some

pragmatic approaches – namely selective editing – have been proposed (see, for example

Lawrence and McKenzie 2000; Hedlin 2003), relying on score functions quantifying

the potential impact of raw data on an estimate. For example, the DIFF function is

calculated as:

wiðzi 2 yiÞ ð3Þ

where

wi is the sampling weight of unit i,

zi is the value of the raw data for unit i, and

yi is the value of a predictor, for the considered variable and for unit i (that may be the

value of the variable Z of the same unit for the previous year).

The idea is to focus the work of manual checking by clerks on those units whose score

value lies above a certain threshold, the other units being treated automatically. As far as I

know, little work has been done to try to develop a theoretical approach to this problem,

and particularly to introduce some Bayesian formulations, except for the paper by Hesse

(2005) that gives a general formulation of the problem, and others papers, such as Buglielli

et al. (2010), which uses the Bayesian approach to generate the expected value (the

predictor) and also robust aggregates.

Work should be done to extend these developments. From this point of view, having a

modeling approach would not be primarily dedicated to estimation purposes, but rather

function as a tool for “guiding” the work of survey clerks. Using a Bayesian approach,

calibrated with previous surveys for example, might be an interesting way to make the

selective editing efficient. The measurement error may be taken into account through a

contamination model for example, but the quality of the predictor also has to be modeled,

since this quality may be very different from one variable to another, and result in higher

or lower efficiency.

This topic offers some interesting challenges for statisticians, partly meeting the

concerns presented in Little’s article about the total survey error paradigm.
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Discussion

Alan H. Dorfman1

Rod Little is to be congratulated for giving us an article which is likely to galvanize a

renewed discussion on the very basics of survey sampling. There is much to agree with, in

particular the point captured in his catch-phrase “inferential schizophrenia” to characterize

two opposed approaches to handling survey data that get embraced, not only by one and

the same statistical agency, but by individual statisticians. The small area versus large

sample divide has an element of irony: precisely where there is least data on which to

assess our models where we need to, models are leaned on; where there is ample data with

which to assess and possibly improve the model, the modeling (predictive) approach is

commonly eschewed.

Little is Bayesian but very sympathetic to design-based protocol – at bottom what he

mainly means by “calibrated” is to use a “robust model” which he takes to mean a model

which automatically reflects the (probabilistic) sample design. In the currently dominant

model-assisted approach (Särndal et al. 1992), an estimate based on a model is modified by

a sum of sample-weighted residuals that is intended to correct for model failure. In the case

of some models, the adjusting sum is algebraically zero; these are the robust models that

Little prefers. Thus calibrated Bayes sample estimation can be viewed, in large samples, as

a particular version of model-assisted sample estimation. (It may be noted that the basic

device, of guarding against model failure by adding weighted sums of residuals at the price

of some possible loss in efficiency, also has its place in pure prediction-based sampling

(Chambers et al. 1993; Dorfman 1993)).

Outside the sampling context, the calibrated Bayes protocols of Box (1980), Rubin

(1984) and others have a much stronger diagnostic edge than we see in this article. In that

very interesting “hybrid” tradition, inference is Bayesian, based on models for prior and

data, but these models can be called into question by the data at hand through tests in the

frequentist tradition. Little’s frequentist “formulating and assessing the model” means

primarily making sure it fits the sample protocol, quite apart from bringing to bear residual

analysis, the predictive distribution, or other post-collection data scrutiny. The models he

prefers could be chosen before any data is seen.

In general terms, Little refers to diagnostics favorably. In particular, he notes the idea of

comparing sample-weighted and non-sample-weighted estimates under a given model, as

a test of the validity of the model, and cites Dumouchel and Duncan (1983). The place of

this sort of diagnostic in Little’s calibrated Bayes is a little puzzling: the approach
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advocated would do estimation using a “robust model” that embodies the sampling

structure. Suppose a test or inspection shows marked discrepancy of the estimates between

this robust version and an alternative version. What does one then do? In particular, does

one simply fall back on the weighted “robust” version of the model? Or must one seek

another “more robust” model, and if so how?

But more worrisomely puzzling is the fact that Little cites favorably the famous paper

by Hansen et al. (1983) (HMT), on the ineffectiveness of diagnostics in the sampling

context (Section 4.2). Compare also Little (2004, Example 8), where he simply dismisses

the counter-study in Valliant et al. (2000, Section 3.7), that refutes the HMT contention.

The HMT paper has been a clarion call for design-based samplers for thirty years, but it is

best regarded as a naı̈ve, misleading paper. What HMT actually shows is that inference

does not stand well in the presence of half-baked diagnostics. The sampling world could

stand much more use of the tools of regression diagnostics, especially those that can be

automated.

Little recognizes the existence of a model-based theory that ignores prior distributions

(option (b) in Section 2), often referred to as the prediction-based approach, as in Valliant

et al. (2000). One of the important implications of the prediction-based theory of sampling

is that sample designs that eschew randomization not only can be acceptable, but are under

some circumstances preferable. Robustness is often to be sought in various forms of

balanced design, chosen purposively. From this point of view, focus on choosing priors

and incorporating the random design into the chosen model seems like a major distraction.

Little talks about the advantages of combining standard survey data with administrative

data, etc., but it is not obvious how his version of robust models, which accommodate the

sample weights, enfold this non-random-design data. This same worry applies to small

area estimation.

Small area estimation is a central consideration in this article. A special virtue of

calibrated Bayes is said to be that it reaches down to where the sample is small, in contrast

to both the design-based and standard prediction-based approaches. Credible intervals

based on hierarchical Bayes will tend to be larger and therefore better than other

approaches to small area estimation, including the direct approach. (In effect, Little is

saying that “calibrated Bayes” boils down to “Bayes” in the small area context.)

“Better” however is not equivalent to “good”. Although the field of small area

estimation seems well established and has drawn on the ingenuity of many very talented

statisticians and economists, must it not in general be regarded as one of the more tenuous

of statistical activities? It is typically carried out under a great deal of budgetary and, often,

political pressure. Here is a quote from a report on SAIPE:

“Although the Census Bureau’s 1995 estimates of poor school-age children have

potentially large errors for many school districts, the [National Academy of Sciences]

panel nonetheless concludes that they are not inappropriate or unreliable to use for direct

Title I allocations to districts as intended by the 1994 legislation. In reaching this

conclusion, the panel interprets ‘inappropriate and unreliable’ in a relative sense. Some set

of estimates must be used to allocate funds : : : . [these] estimates are generally as

good as–and, in some instances, better than– estimates that are currently being used.”

(The National Academies 1999).
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But are they good enough? I venture that, despite a lot of theoretical work, it is very

difficult in small area estimation to verify the validity of our models. Few small area

projects are able, as in Beresovsky et al. (2011), to verify the coverage of their prediction

or credible intervals, if they produce them at all. Without such verification, must not our

inferences remain dubious? Do we not need some good criteria by which to recognize

occasions when the data are simply insufficient for sound inference? I am therefore in

doubt that wrapping small area estimation in the protective mantle of an overall “Bayesian

philosophy” would indeed be a positive thing.
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Discussion

Risto Lehtonen1

1. Introduction

In his inspiring article, Professor Little presents a fresh view of statistical inference by

extending the scope of calibrated Bayes introduced in the author’s previous papers of 2006

and 2011. Little proposes calibrated Bayes as an alternative inferential framework – even

a new inferential paradigm – for official statistics. The article supplements the debate on

important theoretical foundations and paradigms of statistical inference nicely. Good

examples of recent discussion are Rao (2011) and Särndal (2010), as well as the collection

of papers published in the Pakistan Journal of Statistics (Special Issue to mark the 80th

Birthday of K.R.W. Brewer, 2011).

If a model-assisted framework is taken as the prevailing paradigm in official statistics

(which Little does, at least under the design-based framework), I realize – in a serious

application of Thomas Kuhn’s classical theory of paradigm shifts in science – that it is not

fruitful to discuss new theories using arguments taken solely from the prevailing

paradigm. Moreover, history shows that the actual paradigm shifts only can be verified

afterwards! Little’s article treats several additional aspects of interest. I restrict my

discussion to three specific topics related to inference in official statistics: the role of

administrative registers in official statistics production, inference in the context of official

statistics, and a discussion on innovation in official statistics.

2. The Role of Administrative Registers in Official Statistics Production

Little describes the status quo for statistical inference at the U.S. Bureau of Census as a

combination of design-based and model-based ideas (design/model compromise, DMC).

He believes that DMC constitutes the current inferential philosophy in official statistics

agencies in general. This obviously is true for statistical infrastructures where official

statistics are mainly produced using sample surveys, and administrative registers play a

secondary role. But this does not necessarily hold for “register countries”, that is, countries

where the statistical infrastructure relies strongly on unit-level administrative registers that

successfully cover the whole target population (here, administrative data refer to any data

collected primarily for some purpose other than official statistics production). Professor

Little only devotes a brief discussion (e.g., Section 4.8) to the role of administrative data in

official statistics production. Let me address this point in more detail.
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There are an increasing number of statistical institutes, notably in Europe (Denmark,

Finland, Norway and Sweden as forerunners), where a large share of official statistics is

produced using micro-merged statistical registers. The combination of different

administrative data sources into integrated statistical registers at the unit level is based

on identifiers that are unique to the various data sources. Personal identification numbers

and business identification codes are good examples of such identifiers. For example,

at Statistics Finland an increasing share of official statistics produced using register

information, covering areas of social, business and environmental statistics and regular

register-based population censuses. In Finland, this option is based on the Finnish

Statistical Act. It contains regulations concerning the different stages of statistics

compilation and focuses especially on the rationalization of data collections, data supplier

relations, implementation of statistical ethics and data protection (Statistics Finland 2007).

For example, regional and small area statistics at detailed aggregation levels are often

produced using statistical registers. Because of the obvious benefits (high cost-

effectiveness, low respondent burden, small share of missing data, lack of measurement

error due to respondent etc.), many national statistical agencies are successfully

progressing towards a more extensive use of administrative data in statistics production.

Perhaps the option of administrative registers also is relevant for the U.S. Census Bureau,

but this aspect remains untouched in the article by Professor Little.

There also is a clear connection of register statistics with inferential issues relevant for

official statistics: accuracy assessment and inference under register-based survey statistics

are in their infancy, calling for more research input on the subject (recent examples can be

found, for example, in papers presented in the European Conference on Quality in Official

Statistics Q2012). The calibrated Bayes approach proposed by Professor Little might offer

alternative and new views of inference under register-based information, but this option

perhaps was purposely left out of the scope of the article.

3. Inference in the Context of Official Statistics

Prof. Little accords the accounting for survey design features a central role in calibrated

Bayes inference. As stated in the article, all inferences under the calibrated Bayes approach

are Bayesian and hence model-based, but models are constructed to yield inferences with

good design-based properties such as design consistency. In the estimation of finite

population parameters of interest, design consistency is obtained through the inclusion of

survey design information in the estimation procedure. Design consistency can be achieved

by the inclusion of survey design variables in the model, which is a standard model-

based routine in protection against model misspecification. Alternatively, design weights

can be incorporated in the estimation of the model (this also is proposed by Little,

see Eq. (11)). This technique is commonly employed in design-based model-assisted

estimation. Design consistency has received much attention in the literature of model-based

methods and in hierarchical Bayes small area estimation in particular (e.g., You and Rao

2003; Lahiri and Mukherjee 2007; Datta 2009). A classical example in this context is the

pseudo EBLUP (empirical best linear unbiased predictor) presented by Rao (2003).

Professor Little argues that “design consistency”, not “design bias”, is the important

issue, since the essence of shrinkage estimates is that exact unbiasedness is secondary to
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mean squared error, and for possibly design-inconsistent estimators, design bias is not an

important component of mean squared error (Section 4.3). He also states that design

consistency is a rather weak property (Section 4.5). Obviously, design consistency tends to

lose power as a quality criterion when turning to small sample situations or the estimation

of subpopulation quantities, for example. In my view, design bias still is an important

issue for official statistics production. It has been shown that model-based estimators such

as EBLUP type estimators of totals for population subgroups or domains (small or large)

can be severely design-biased, but they can have small variance (e.g., Lehtonen, Särndal

and Veijanen 2003, 2005). The bias can dominate the MSE under model failure, and in this

case, valid design-based confidence intervals of an estimator of totals for one or several

population subgroups are not necessarily obtained. Similar observations have been made

for more complex statistics such as at-risk of poverty rate, estimated by EBP (empirical

best predictor) and logistic GREG (generalized regression) type estimators in small area

estimation with underlying logistic mixed models (Lehtonen et al. 2011). In my opinion,

the problem of possible design bias still deserves more attention in the context of

calibrated Bayes estimation.

For Professor Little, model-assisted estimators represent a rather ad hoc way of making

a design-based estimator robust to model misspecification, whereas a more direct

approach is simply to choose a more robust model (Section 4.5). Let me address this point

in more detail. It is well known that design-based model-assisted GREG estimators of

totals for population subgroups (small or large) are nearly design-unbiased by their

construction principle, and this property holds even under model failure (Särndal,

Swensson and Wretman 1992; Lehtonen and Veijanen 2009). It also should be pointed out

that in GREG estimation for population subgroups or domains, the possible population

heterogeneity can be accounted for by postulating, for example, a mixed model with

domain-specific random effects (e.g., Lehtonen, Särndal and Veijanen 2003). I just wonder

if this approach fulfils Little’s requirement of “a more robust model”. To me, Example 4 of

Section 4.5 represents an overly simplified counter-example.

It is fair to say that the price to be paid for the near-unbiasedness of a GREG estimator is

the possibly increased variance, which can become visible in small sample situations in

particular. There thus is a trade-off between bias and variance, and this dilemma is

recognized, for example, by survey statisticians in statistical agencies. Here, the concept of

design/model compromise introduced by Little becomes relevant: use of model-based

methods for small area estimation is often a better motivated choice, even at the cost of

possible design bias.

4. Innovation in Official Statistics

The article of Professor Little motivates an excursion to the role of innovation in the

production of official statistics. Professor Little treats this aspect to some extent in the

concluding section and I agree with many of his points. Experiences from many statistical

institutes show that the prevailing cultural environment in an agency plays a central role

when trying to introduce new inferential approaches and methodological innovations into

statistical production processes. The background is the following. The main routine task in

a typical statistical institute is to deliver reliable statistics with good accuracy for finite
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population characteristics, such as monthly unemployment in the country and its

subregions. In this work, the agency struggles with the trade-off between bias and

variance. Under the prevailing official statistics culture, the main focus tends to be on

obtaining small design bias, even at the cost of increased variance. Statistical agencies are

aware that ignorable bias can be achieved by design-based methods such as model-assisted

estimation, which is a widespread approach and is generally considered as a well-

established inferential framework for official statistics production. Thus, official statistics

culture tends to be conservative rather than innovative with respect to inferential

approaches and practices, and it is difficult to implement any significant changes.

Cultural difficulties in implementing new inferential or methodological approaches for

statistics production in national statistical agencies are discussed in more detail for

example in Lehtonen and Särndal (2009) and Platek and Särndal (2001), and earlier in

Dillman (1996).

Now, let me take a more optimistic position with respect to innovation spread. The

results of Lehtonen and Särndal (2009) suggest that the introduction of new ideas and

approaches for official statistics production can be more successful in agencies that

interact closely and permanently with academic research compared to agencies whose

cooperation with the world of universities is less active. There are an increasing number of

agencies in the former group and they share properties such as a strong R&D infrastructure

within the agency and well-established cooperational arrangements with university

departments, jointly funded professorships and joint research projects. Under these

circumstances, the introduction and testing of inferential innovations in official statistics

might be an option. I strongly agree with Professor Little’s proposal of a strong research

program within government statistical agencies, including cooperative ties with statistics

departments in academic institutions.

In addition to calibrated Bayes, other alternatives have been proposed for innovation in

official statistics inference. Good examples of recent keywords are: model-free calibration

(Särndal 2007), model calibration (Wu and Sitter 2001), randomization-assisted model-

based inference (Kott 2005), and combined survey sampling inference (Brewer 2002). The

existence of complementary and competing approaches to inference in official statistics is

of course favorable and suggests material for comparative research initiatives, probably to

be implemented by consortia of interested university departments and advanced statistical

agencies. For example, the forthcoming Horizon 2020 programme (The 8th EU

Framework Programme for Research and Development) might offer a possible platform

for such initiatives.
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Discussion

Paul A. Smith1

1. Introduction

The debate over whether design-based inference is the right approach for official statistics

has a long history, as attested by the many references in Prof. Little’s article, and shows

little sign of early resolution. But his article gives persuasive arguments about the internal

consistency and simplicity of having one approach across a wide range of statistics, which

looks attractive. I’d like to explore some of the implementation details; as so often, I think

that some of the details need to be worked through before we can evaluate the overall

approach.

First let me admit that my training has been very largely in design-based inference;

I have little experience of using model-based methods in practice, which is doubtless

reflected in the questions I pose below.

Prof. Little says many sensible things in his discussion, which should be completely

uncontroversial, but which seem not always to be considered in practical applications, and

I would just like to agree wholeheartedly with these before moving on to the main matters:

. randomisation sampling should be the standard for all estimation methods

(Section 2.2);

. sampling information is important in model-building (if only as a model check,

Section 4.2);

. the need for good training in model-building and -testing (Section 6).

2. Where Model-Based Methods are Most Challenging

The development and many of the references quoted in Prof. Little’s article consider

relatively large populations with small sampling fractions (most similar to social surveys

of one sort or another). Business surveys have characteristics which mean that different

elements of the methods have more importance (Rivière 2002) – for example, sampling is

practically never ignorable, so design information is essential to fit a suitable model; there

is often a lot of auxiliary information; sampling fractions can be high; and distributions of

variables can be very skewed. To take one particular example, small area estimation for

business surveys cannot follow the same shrinkage-type approach as for social surveys,

as many small areas contain no businesses at all, and some contain one enormous business,

and any type of smoothing is too easily shown not to reflect the actual distribution. It is

interesting that Hansen et al. (1983, Section 2.1) use a business survey example for where
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apparently satisfactory model fits can give misleading inferences. For a paradigm shift of

the magnitude suggested by Prof. Little, we need more information on the efficacy of

model-based methods for business surveys.

The arguments in Prof. Little’s article also seem targeted mostly at multi-variable,

annual surveys. Will the approach work well in practice where there is a monthly survey

with half a dozen variables and a short turnround time?

3. Internal Consistency

The potential big winner in Prof. Little’s approach is the internal consistency of different

estimates from the same survey (that is, consistency of estimates of different variables and

at different levels, and distinct from “design consistency”). The same estimation approach

can be used for the estimate for a whole country, a region and a borough. The design-

model compromise (DMC) is avoided, and presumably all the estimates can be produced

from a single software application.

What is less clear is whether there is a single model which will work well for a whole

country, a region and a borough (or any other output domains). One of the big advantages

of the design-based approach (where sample sizes are sufficiently large) is that a single set

of weights can be calculated which allows estimates for any domain to be constructed so

that they form an internally consistent system – lower levels of a hierarchy sum to higher

levels; linear combinations of variables are preserved (for example, different breakdowns

of the same total all sum to that total). An ideal calibrated Bayes (CB) approach would

extend these properties to small domain estimates to produce an internally consistent

system of estimates at all levels.

I said potential big winner because if such an internally consistent approach is not

possible, then we risk replacing the design-model compromise with a model-model

compromise. We would need to decide when one model or another should be used (a new

“point of inferential schizophrenia”?), within the same survey, and would need to explain

why the results are not internally consistent even though the underlying approach is the

same. There may nevertheless be a good case for standardising on a single approach which

can be used everywhere.

4. Sensitivity

Prof. Little points out that good frequentist properties provide a degree of protection

against model misspecification. But design-based (model-assisted) estimation can be quite

sensitive to the choice of model (see for example Hedlin et al. 2001, who also advocate

careful model selection and evaluation for model-assisted estimation). Therefore the

robustness of model-based estimation (including CB) is an important topic, for which a

body of evidence needs to be gathered together. Only a review of how this works in a range

of situations will have the credibility to provide a foundation to change the estimation

paradigm for official statistics.

There are several components of sensitivity. First, how sensitive are the results to the

model choice? Often there will be two models with similar properties and similar fits – do

the outputs change substantially if the model changes? Second, how sensitive is the model

choice to change in the data – this is the classical model robustness, which we would
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expect to deal with by using robust models. And third, how sensitive are outputs to the

choice of prior? If noninformative priors are used, presumably there will be little

sensitivity, but some evaluation of this will be important.

An important element of model robustness for official statistics is the stability of models

over time. Do models remain valid and sufficiently robust to changes? In particular, are the

models able to cope with sudden changes (for example from the effects of natural

disasters) and to operate satisfactorily around turning points in series? These are often the

times when the signal in the data is most uncertain, and paradoxically when the most

attention is being focused on the statistical outputs. At other times, model reviews may

be analogous to periodic survey redesigns and therefore less contentious.

The last element of sensitivity of models concerns their objectivity. One of the concerns

when model-based small area estimates were first produced in the Office for National

Statistics was whether users would challenge the models on which they are based, since

judgement is required in the choice of model; this has not been a problem in practice.

However, where statistical outputs are used for resource allocation, users are often very

vocal. We can expect that at some stage someone will challenge whether a different model

(which gives them more money!) would not be more appropriate. Careful model choice

and model checking will be an important part of demonstrating objectivity here – and

perhaps should also have greater prominence for model-assisted methods.

5. Evaluation in Policy Decision Contexts

The best way to encourage users to agree to a change is to demonstrate that the new

methods are better – for example, that resource allocations are more efficient, or that

decisions can bemade earlier, or that the same outputs can be produced for less. Prof. Little’s

Example 6, of language assistance at polls in areas where a single language minority with

limited proficiency in English is above a given threshold, is interesting in this respect.

It deals with some statistical properties, particularly reduced variance, but a classification

relative to a threshold will still have some classification error – some areas that would be

seen to be above the threshold if we could do a full enumerationwill not get assistance based

on the estimate, and vice versa. So it would be advantageous to work through to the

outcomes – what would be the effect on the total costs of the assistance programme?

How many people would miss out on or gain assistance relative to the design-based

rule? Are the calibrated Bayesian estimates giving more efficient use of public funds

(people with help available per $ spent)? These are difficult questions to answer, but the

availability of one or two case studies would go a long way to making the case for change.

6. Conclusions

So in summary I find the idea of a single approach which can be applied in all situations

attractive, but there is considerable work still to do to demonstrate the properties of

calibrated Bayes estimators in a range of official survey contexts. We will need to have this

backup to be able to sell a change to all users (not just a subset that works with models as in

Section 4.1), some of whom are very conservative. If some improved properties (internal

consistency, mean squared error or total survey error, cost) can be built in, the additional

benefits will make the task of getting agreement to a change easier.
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Discussion

Michael P. Cohen1

Hearty thanks go to Rod Little for his interesting and thought-provoking article. I have

heard Chief Scientist Little (to use his government title) speak many times and have

always admired his principled approach to statistics and his engaging style of presentation.

As the associate editor for this discussion article, I also thank Jean-François Beaumont,

Philippe Brion, Alan Dorfman, Risto Lehtonen, and Paul Smith for their review work and

discussions. I particularly note the great variety among them of insightful comments.

I have the advantage of having read their discussions but also the responsibility to keep my

discussion as distinct as possible.

I share Rod’s belief in the value of unified approaches, but there is one distinction that

may be worth maintaining. To quote Morris Hansen (1987, p. 180): “It is important to

distinguish two distinct types of inferences based on sample survey and census results. The

first is descriptive, that is the aim is to describe the characteristics of a specified finite

population. For this case a complete census is sometimes available or can be taken. If the

census covers the desired subjects and is complete and accurate, it would be sufficient.

Ordinarily, a complete census is not feasible, especially for providing current information

on many studies and topics, and a sample survey is used to provide estimates of what

would be obtained by a complete census. The second type of inference is concerned with

the causes that produced certain characteristics of the population. Such problems may be

particularly important but inferences may be more difficult. The distinction between the

two types of inference is sometimes not clearly recognized, especially since both may use

the same data and the same or similar methodology.”

The word causes in Hansen’s quotation may be too strong in that, especially for

exploratory work, associations are also important. I nevertheless think descriptive

statistics have aspects that differ from analytical statistics. The most obvious is the need

for the finite population correction (fpc). But the reason for the fpc is that descriptive

statistics describe actual populations, not hypothetical ones.

A nice illustration of this distinction is the U.S. National Assessment of Educational

Progress (NAEP) conducted by the National Center for Education Statistics. Because

interest is in the actual school, an fpc is applied at the school level. For students, the

interest is analytical (after all, the students who were assessed may not even be in the same

grade by the time the results are announced), so no fpc at the student level is employed.

See Kali et al. (2011) and Rizzo and Rust (2011) for full discussion.

q Statistics Sweden
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I entered the U.S. government believing that bias is only important to the extent that its

square is one of the components of mean squared error, along with variance. But my first

supervisor, the late and I would say great Curtis Jacobs, soon convinced me that for

descriptive statistics bias is paramount. The reason is that a policy of an agency of using

estimates with little or no bias for their descriptive statistics leads to an overall pattern of

estimates with no tendency to favor one side over another in any controversy.

Also in terms of agency policy, the use of design-based confidence intervals for

descriptive statistics seems appropriate. A policy of using 90% confidence intervals (the

standard at the U.S. Census Bureau, I believe) should mean that the intervals computed by

the agency cover the true value on average 90% of the time. For the Bayesian confidence

(or creditable) intervals, the estimate is in the interval for 90% of the draws of the

parameters from the posterior distribution, not the criterion of interest. Rod proposes

calibrating the creditable intervals to have good frequentist properties, but his purpose is to

ensure robustness to model failure. An admitted weakness of the design-based approach is

that one usually computes estimated variances and invokes a normality assumption to

calculate confidence intervals. For large samples approximate normality can be justified

by an appropriate version of the central limit theorem, but what about smaller samples?

This is an area where more research is needed.

Does small area estimation contradict what I have been saying about descriptive

statistics? No, small area estimation has to be analytical. In most cases, small area

estimation is resorted to when one cannot get descriptive statistics that satisfy the usual

statistical standards for descriptive statistics. (I was surprised by Rod’s American

Community Survey example at the beginning of Section 4.4. In my dealings with the U.S.

Census Bureau, they always insisted on a coefficient of variation (CV) no greater than, if I

recall correctly, 30%.) The discontinuity that Rod mentions in going from the small area

estimate to the direct estimate occurs just at the point where the direct estimate begins to

meet statistical standards for descriptive statistics.

One final point on descriptive statistics: yes, one has to adopt some form of a missing at

random assumption (or other non-design based assumption) in dealing with nonresponse.

We make every effort to keep the response rate high to minimize the impact of this

assumption, but the need for it is just a fact of life.

Turning to analytical statistics, I see great potential in the calibrated Bayes approach

that Rod advocates. More specifically, my preference is for nonparametric Bayesian

methods (NBM). The appealing property of NBM is that the posterior can approximate

any distribution as the sample size grows larger, so the Bayesian modeling is unrestrictive,

at least in large samples. The influence of the prior can be made small, even in small

samples. Although much progress has been made in NBM recently, it is far from ready to

become “an inferential paradigm for official statistics.” But it may someday. The work of

Aitkin (2008) is very promising, especially for categorical data. The Polya posterior, also

mentioned by Beaumont, also has great potential, especially when its extension to unequal

probability sampling is fully developed. For the Polya posterior, in addition to the works

cited by Beaumont, let me cite the book by Ghosh and Meeden (1997); there is much

recent work by Glen Meeden and his colleagues. Of course, there is the work by Zheng and

Little (2003 and the references in Rod’s article) on splines. At the 2011 Joint Statistical

Meetings, there was a fascinating talk by Sahar Z. Zangeneh on “Bayesian Nonparametric
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Estimation of Finite Population Quantities in Absence of Design Information on

Nonsampled Units” (unpublished). Her work is joint with Bob Keener and, yes, Rod Little.

In closing, the road may be rocky in the journey toward a single unified approach to

official statistics, even for analytical estimates. But there are many clear paths toward

improvements. For example, for many surveys government agencies do not do single

imputation, much less multiple imputation or one of its competitors. Data analysts have to

resort to deletion methods to analyze the data. For many statistics such as price indexes,

variances may not be estimated at all on a routine basis. As a survey statistician retired

from the government, I want to express my gratitude to Rod for coming into the

government from his prestigious academic position at the University of Michigan and for

devoting his time and energy to his important work at the U.S. Census Bureau.

Finally, I want to dedicate this discussion to the memory of David Binder (1949–2012),

a pioneer in the application of nonparametric Bayesian methods to surveys, a great

statistician, and a wonderful guy.
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Rejoinder

Roderick J. Little

I thank the editors of JOS for the kind consideration they have given to my article,

including the soliciting and editing of a stimulating set of discussions. The discussants

include distinguished and experienced official statisticians, and I thank them for their

positive and encouraging comments, while focusing here on points of disagreement.

Jean-François Beaumont’s discussion is wide-ranging, and I will concentrate on a few

major points. His main criticism of Bayesian inference is that it relies on specification of a

full parametric model and a prior distribution, whereas the frequentist approach “only

requires correct specification of the first two moments of a model”. I suggest that counting

the number of explicit specifications is a superficial way of comparing the approaches. The

form of the estimates in the design-based approach has implicit assumptions, and the

theory relies on asymptotic arguments. With large samples, inferences under the Bayesian

approach are generally insensitive to violations of the additional specifications that are

needed – specifically, the prior distribution and Gaussian distributional assumptions; in

small samples, the additional specifications lead to improved frequentist inferences, such

as t inferences for normal models. I agree with Beaumont and Michael Cohen that

relatively nonparametric models have value when samples are large, and thank them for

including additional references on this class of models.

Beaumont suggests that Bayes’ inference requires that the model is correct – if this

were true, the approach would never apply, since all models are wrong! Bayes inference

requires a model that yields good inferences, and for this, the model does not need to be

correct, only to capture key features of the population for the problem at hand. The sample

design influences what these features are. It may seem that model-assisted estimation

relies less on correctness of the model than Bayes estimates, but to the contrary I have

found that robust Bayesian models give superior design-based inferences, if design

features are incorporated.

The impact of model misspecification depends on the target for inference, so it is

context-specific. In Beaumont’s specific case of a normal linear regression model with

simple random sampling, the inference – Bayes or non-Bayes – for the overall mean is

robust to nonlinearity of the regression relationship. Design-based standard errors are

(from the perspective of ancillarity) less satisfactory for a sample that happens by chance

to be unbalanced in the distribution of the covariate (Cumberland and Royall 1988).

Inference about predictions at particular values of the covariate – Bayes or non-Bayes –

depends on the assumed form of the relationship, to a degree that depends on how far the

covariate is from the center of the covariate distribution. Beaumont believes that the Bayes

inference is more dependent on assumptions than the design-based inference. To me, the

argument seems rather artificial, particularly when the confidence or credibility intervals

q Statistics Sweden
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from the two approaches are identical. In practice, I want a conditional inference for the

sample in hand, not the set of repeated samples that are never taken.

Concerning multiple imputation (MI), imputations and MI combining rules under a

specific model are based on simulation approximations of the posterior distribution, and as

such are Bayesian when the overall inference is Bayesian. Complex design features should

be included in the MI model, as discussed in the article. The alleged problems of MI

inferences arise when the imputer and analyst models differ, or the analyst adopts a non-

Bayesian inferential perspective. I still feel that MI under a sensible model yields good

frequentist inferences – tending to be conservative in terms of confidence coverage. I find

the principles of MI – imputing draws, averaging over MI data sets to reduce the loss in

efficiency resulting from draws, and MI combining rules to propagate imputation

uncertainty – very useful in practical applications.

Philippe Brion discusses an interesting problem involving combining information on

businesses from administrative and survey sources, focusing specifically on how to handle

differences in industry codes, which are updated for the relatively small set of businesses

in the sample. To me, this is inherently a modeling problem, with the goal to predict the

updated codes for nonsampled businesses. I reject the conclusion that mass model-based

imputation cannot work here – Bayesian mass imputation (even better, multiple

imputation to propagate imputation error) was successfully applied over twenty years ago

to a much larger problem, namely updating industry and occupation codes for the U.S.

Census public use files (Clogg et al. 1991); another pertinent reference that applies

multiple imputation to subset editing is Czajka et al. (1992).

The fact that the so-called “model-based” approach yielded biased estimates is for me a

diagnostic that the model needs refinement, not that the model-based approach doesn’t

work. Finally, the “difference estimator” in Eq. (2) implies a model, and the assumptions

of this model can be assessed, along with any other model.

I agree with Brion that a modeling perspective is useful for handling problems with

editing – which to me is just a part of estimation – and thank him for mentioning my early

work on this with Phil Smith. Readers should explore later work on this topic by Joe

Schafer and his colleagues (e.g. Ghosh-Dastidar and Schafer 2003), which is more

Bayesian and hence (naturally) even better!

I also agree with Brion and Paul Smith that objectivity is an important characteristic for

official statistics, and is amotivation for design-basedmodels. However, direct design-based

estimates with or without GREG adjustments are inadequate for current needs, which

require model-based estimates for small areas. Furthermore, essentially all so-called

“design-based” estimates involve subjective elements, specifically in the choice of estimator

and treatment of missing data. I believe that Bayesian model-based inferences that are well

calibrated (in the sense of the article) canmeet the bar of objectivity, and have the advantage

that model assumptions are explicit, so alleged lapses in objectivity are correctable.

Brion and Smith both raise the need for consistency of estimates at different levels of

aggregation. I agree that this is desirable, although it reflects an underlying accounting

perspective that fails sufficiently to recognize that these are error-prone estimates. In

principle, inference under a suitable calibrated Bayes model for the population implicitly

predicts all the non-sampled values, and combining them yields estimates that are

mutually consistent at all levels of aggregation. Current inconsistencies arise from trying
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to reconcile estimates from different models or even different philosophies (design-based

for large samples, model-based for small samples). This is another manifestation of

“inferential schizophrenia”. I concede, however, that although more work is needed to

develop models that mesh well at different levels of aggregation.

I enjoyed Alan Dorfman’s forthright discussion, which takes the position of a

superpopulation modeler in the Richard Royall tradition. As a modeler, I am probably

closer to Dorfman’s position than the other discussants, but his points of disagreement are

interesting.

I plead guilty of not paying sufficient attention to diagnostics in my article. I was

focused on the official statistics world, where many statistics are generated routinely in a

production setting. The danger of emphasizing model diagnostics is that working official

statisticians will reject modeling as impractical in their setting; including design features

in the model is one way of avoiding major traps in model misspecification. Valliant et al.

(2000) argue that diagnostics can uncover the deficiencies of the estimators in Hansen et al.

(1983) that ignore the design weights. They may be right in this instance, but more

generally, I am not convinced that models that ignore design features can be rescued by

judicious model checks. To take another example, would we entertain a model that ignores

cluster effects when the sample design involves cluster sampling? I think not – relatively

small within-cluster correlations can translate into substantial design effects for means.

Furthermore, I fear that many diagnostic checks in the busy official statistics setting are

what Dorfman would characterize as “half-baked”.

On the other hand, it is hard to argue with the utility of model diagnostics, and I note

that one advantage of the modeling perspective is that assumptions are explicit and hence

subject to criticism. I think design-based statisticians need to check the models that

underlie their estimates, for example the ratio model that (as discussed below) is pervasive

for business surveys. Model diagnostics in the presence of a complex sample design is an

area in need of more attention.

Dorfman interprets calibrated Bayes “in large samples, as a particular version of model-

assisted sample estimation,” where the adjusting sum is algebraically zero. Technically

this is correct, but the statement minimizes important differences. I would say “choose a

model that avoids the need for assistance, and make the inference Bayesian!” The small-

sample aspect is important to me, as is the principle of inference.

Concerning Dorfman’s alternatives to random sampling, my article is firmly within the

tradition of sampling designs that incorporate randomization, to the extent feasible.

Complex designs can incorporate prior information effectively, and the process of

randomization has many benefits in terms of objectivity. I think failure to acknowledge the

benefits of randomization has set back the Bayesian modeling cause in official statistics.

Risto Lehtonen notes that official statistics in Scandinavian countries are increasingly

based on information from administrative registers. My lack of attention to this aspect

reflects my ignorance rather than a conscious decision not to address it – the brevity of my

discussion is perhaps well calibrated with the depth of my knowledge! Calibrated Bayes

(like any other statistical inference approach) may have relatively little to offer when the

whole population is included in the registry, sampling error is not important, and no

information is available to adjust for errors. On the other hand, statistical models are often

important when registry data are combined with data from other sources. For example, if
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the administrative variables are proxies for “true” variables that are measured for a sample,

then models are useful in order to (effectively) impute the true values in non-sampled

cases (Zanutto and Zaslavsky 2001). Models also play a useful role in accounting for

matching error between different data sources.

Lehtonen sees design bias as an important issue for official statistics production, and

notes that model-based EBLUP estimators can lead to estimators where bias dominates the

mean squared error, leading to invalid design-based confidence intervals. In other words,

not all models (including hierarchical Bayes models) are well calibrated in the calibrated

Bayesian sense. In particular, I note that the underperforming mixed models in Lehtonen

et al. (2003) do not appear to include the sampling weight as a covariate, as I am

suggesting they should. I suggest that Bayesian inference for a model that includes the

sampling weight as a covariate, perhaps as a penalized spline as in Zheng and Little (2004),

might yield better calibrated results.

Concerning his remarks on innovation in official statistics, Lehtonen is himself

contributing to this by maintaining an active publication profile. It is a particularly

interesting period for official statistics, and actively promoting publication is important to

allow competing ideas to be broadcast, debated and refined.

I thank Paul Smith for articulating his practical concerns. As he implies, business

surveys are one area where more serious attention to models is needed. Smith is probably

right that the prevailing perspective is largely design-based, but many of the estimates are

based on regression models with variance a function of a measure of size, such as ratio

estimates. I feel there is much scope for model development here, using multivariate

models that allow for general patterns of missing data and make efficient use of all

available covariate information. Concerning computational issues for statistics requiring

rapid turnaround, the issues seem to me more organizational than computational: Matt

Wand recently presented a talk at the Australian Statistics Conference which displayed

Bayes’ inferences for a relatively complex semiparametric regression model, updated

in real time as new data points are added (Wand 2012). If new estimates can be created in

seconds, monthly estimates should not be a problem!

Smith’s comments on the need to assess model sensitivity are on target – his remarks on

potential complaints about the model when it is the basis for resource allocation are

interesting, and my impression is that they are consistent with experience at the U.S.

Census Bureau.

Like Michael Cohen, I’d like to honor the memory of David Binder, an influential

pioneer in the application of nonparametric Bayesian methods to surveys. I have known

David since we were both graduate students in the 1970s at Imperial College, London, and

he was always good for a stimulating but good-natured argument about statistics. I am sure

he would have had strong opinions about the topic of this discussion, and regret that we are

not able to hear them1.

Cohen distinguishes descriptive inferences for finite population characteristics and

analytic inferences that are focused on causal mechanisms. In Bayesian inference the

1Short of that, the readers can find some of David Binder’s views on the subject by consulting his discussion in
JOS Vol. 24(4), 2008, pp. 513–516, where he in a positive context mentions Professor Little’s calibrated Bayes
and then goes on to list some applications where he thought that the Bayesian approach was necessary or worked
well. – Editors-in-chief
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distinction is reflected in the posterior distribution of the finite population quantity

(e.g. p(Ȳ j data) for the finite population mean Ȳ) and the posterior distribution of

the superpopulation parameter ( p(m j data) for the superpopulation mean m). The

distinction matters, particularly for estimates of uncertainty. Bayes handles both types

of problem without difficulty, and as noted in the article, “finite population corrections”

are automatically incorporated in the posterior distributions of finite population

quantities. A strength of Bayes is that this is true even for complex quantities where

frequentist fpcs are not obvious, for example the ratio of two finite population

regression coefficients.

Cohen believes that avoiding bias is paramount for descriptive statistics. Here I think it

is important to distinguish between avoiding policy bias, seeking “an overall pattern of

estimates with no tendency to favor one side over another in any controversy” and

avoiding statistical bias, a technical property of statistics in repeated samples that is now

broadly regarded as unhelpful in modern statistics. If Cohen is seriously advocating

design-unbiased estimates of descriptive statistics, he is disqualifying small area estimates

that smooth direct estimates towards model predictions, since these are technically design-

biased. Such estimates are useful and broadly accepted, by design-based statisticians and

Bayesians alike. Requiring design-unbiasedness restricts us to direct estimates, meaning

that when the direct estimates lack sufficient precision, the small area problem cannot be

addressed at all.

Dorfman closes his discussion with a related question: when is a model good enough,

particularly for small areas? In small area estimation, one might classify estimates in terms

of their degree of reliance on the model, based on how much weight is being given to the

model rather than the direct estimate. Also, the quality of the model prediction depends on

the extent to which key features that differentiate the areas with respect to the survey

outcome are measured and included as predictors in the model. Thus, models with high

R-squareds are more compelling. But, as Dorfman implies, good ways of answering this

question are needed.

To me, calibrated Bayes is the right approach to inference, but, in the absence of major

analytic errors, the quality of the results is determined more by the quality of the data than

how it is analyzed.
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Other Reading 
 

Other articles of particular relevance to the workshop are listed here.  

General articles on Calibrated Bayes: 

1. Box, G.E.P. (1980). Sampling and Bayes inference in scientific modelling and 

robustness” (with discussion). Journal of the Royal Statistical Society Series A 143, 383-

430. 

2. Little, R.J.A. (2006). Calibrated Bayes: A Bayes/Frequentist Roadmap. The American 

Statistician, 60, 3, 213-223.  
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applied statistician”, Annals of Statistics 12, 1151-1172. 
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Finite Population Sampling. Journal of the American Statistical Association, 99, 546-556.  
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Anniversary Volume, Xihong Lin, David L. Banks, Christian Genest, Geert 

Molenberghs, David W. Scott, and Jane-Ling Wang, eds. CRC Press. 
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